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Holland City News.
*
YOL. V.-NO.

HOLLAND,

14.

k Drugs

She loltand Situ

^teiw.

O., Dealer lu Drugs and Modi*
clnes, Palnta and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physlcian’sprescriptions carefully put up ; Eighth st.

MB ENGS’ Drug Store.
Fine Drugs. Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet c
Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

±J

mmi

-

DOESBURG, Editor &nd

V

Publisher.

T2EK3 OF SUB8CS1P7I0B:—12.00 per juris adrsaee.

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

In Drugs, Modiopposite
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr. f
W. Van DfcN Berg's Family Medicines; River St.
"Vf ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
YTTAL8H HEBER, DruggistA Pharmacist:afull Jvl over E. Ukrold’s Boot and Hhoc Store,
stock of goods appertaining to the business Eighth kireet.
XT’

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
0. J.

T. E.. Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

T^R. SCHOUTEN &

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mmm,

Centennial.

A NNI8.

rL

VY

See advertisement.

IVERTSCH, D.

General y dealer In Dry
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
Eighth and River streets.

I)

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

cor.

n very respectful reply,

American Historical Events.

Lj

months.

Rooms opposite the Post

Office.

“

25,

1862, Ewell and Jackson defeated

“

20,

Eighth street.

"
3 “
X1 “
“
2

50
on
00
00
00
CD

5 00
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00

a
10
17
25
40
65

00

00

\f EYElt H., A CO., Dealer*In nil kind* of Fnr;YI nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,

00
00
00

Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

00

TV

BUvis, Wood, Bark, lie.
TT"

EIDSEMA J. M.,

A SON, General Dedlers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street.Seead-

ANTERS, R., Dealer In

IV

Stave*, Wood and
Bark; office at hi* residence, Eighth street.

fTtLlETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

Watches snd Jewelry.

T

ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

rpE VAARWERK,

G. J., Family Supply Store:
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.

TOSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmaker*, Jeweler*.
’J and dealers In Fancy Goods Kenyon's Block
;

Qeseral Dealer!.

gait goads.

1'VUURSEMA J. &

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street.

LJ

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, April

28,

Dry Good*,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyauccr ; office aud store, cor. 9th and Market street.

X

1875.

Produce, Etc-

3.80 p.
8.35 “

G. A CO„ General Dealer*. In Apples, 9 bushel ...... ..........
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and Beane, » bushel ...................1 50 (ft, 3
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc, ; River st.
Butter, v
..............
Clover eced, # bushel .............
8
TXTERKMAN A SONS, General DealersIn Dry Eggs, ^ dozen ....................
VY Goods, Groceries, Hats and Caps, etc.; Honey, $ .......................
18
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st. Hay, # ton ......................^ 12
Onions, # bushel ................
TTTELTON A AKELY, GeneralDealers In Dry Potatoes, ^ bushel ...............
YY Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Flour and Feed, Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ...........
4
Provisions, etc. River street.
Wool, v
......................

V

Arrive at
Holland.

Holland.

Trains.

lb

lb

w.

“

6.85 “
9.15 p.

*

Muskegon, Pentwater
f 4.20

6.40

New

10.25

“
8.80 “ “
Q

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in

Flour and

Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. In
Slooter’sBrick Building.— See Advertisement.

60
00
20
50
12
25
00
40
80
00

9.35 “ “

are

whol-

at all

work.

“I concede the beauty 6f the pass-

age to which you

have called my

atten-

tion,” rejoined the laborer; “bat it becomes qaite commonplacewhen compared with this,” quoting

one of the most

charming seloctlonsthat can be found in
Irving’s

works. “That may have some

little merit attached to it,”

Irving;

4

‘but it

becomes

responded Mr.

quite prosaic

one's attention Is called to this,”

when

making
was

another quotation from the authqr he

defending.“I

again beg leave to dltter,”

returnedthe opponent,proceedingVo specthe respects in which ho considered

ify

he had made from Irving’s
works far superior to that which Irving
had made from Scott; and so the Intellec-

the selection
For Art and Labor met In truce.
For Beauty made the bride of Use,

Wo thsnk Thee;

whl e, withal, wo crave
The austere virtues strong to save,
The honor proof to place or gold.

“
“

Oh! make Thou

Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$8 00
green ...................
beach, dry ................... 2 00

“

“

tual battle

progressed,each valiantlyde-

fending the author

whom

ho had cham-

pioned, and each by argument, by compar-

f 4.10“

Staves,

green ...................

Tierce,

“

throughceuturios long

12 00

ison, and by abundant illustrationseeking
to

;

approve the accuracy of his views and

the correctness of his position, and for

Around our gift of Freedom draw
The safeguards of Thy righteous law,
And, cast In some diviner mould,
Let the new cycle shame the old.

Hemlock Bark.. ...................4 00© 450
Staves, pork, white oak, .............©10 00

Earivan.

us,

In peace secure, and Justice strong

.•

*

you

orite passage from Scott’i most Interesting

Wood, Staves, Etc,

flour and feel.

0

“ “

!

Irving. “Wash-

ington Irving never wrote anything

The manhood never bought or kOld!

m.

&

Buffalo

ly mistaken,” said Mr.

lb

‘

p.’

@
@
@
^
@
@
©
©

$

YTAN PUTTEN

Leave

was the response. “Pshaw

Thou who hast here lu concord fu- led
The war-flags of the gathered world,
Beneath onr Western skies fulfill
The Orient’s mission of good will,
And, freighted with Love’s golden fleece,
Send back the Argonautsof Pcac'’

rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

consider as ranking

ton Irving to be undeniably his superior,”

Be with na while the New World greets
The Old World throngingall Ha streets,
Unveilingall the trlnmpha won
By art or toll beneaththe snn ;
And unto common good ordain
This rlvalship of bond and brain.

X

nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

“whom you

Irving,

above Sir Walter.” “I consider Washing-

The fathers spake that word of Th' 'e
Whoae echo la the glad refta'n
Of rendered bolt and fallingchain,
To grace oar festal time, from all
The xonea of eaiih oar gur-'ts wo call.

annum.

Notice* of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

ilworth.’” “Name a novelists,”said Mr.

to be compared with this,” quoting a fav-

OroetrUilines, $2.00 per

your estimate of bis

in

Here, where of old, by thy dc Ign,

Tobacco and Cigar*.

vortlsetpent.

chanues.

HYMN.

Oar father*’GodlYrom out who c hand
The centnric* fall like grains of sand,
We meet to-day, united free,
Ard loyal to orr land and Thee,
To thank Thee for the era done,
And treat Thee for the opening one.

furnlturs.

8
.................. 5
................ 8
14 Column .................. 10
............... 17
................. 25

you

must beg leave

1863, U. 8. gunboat “Cincinnati” my mind, who can successfally compete
for such distinctionwith the author of 'Kendestroyed.

WHITTIER'S CENTENNIAL

Sowing Machines.

to differ with

I

power and position.There are several, to

Banks.

| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.

Square ...............

1

although the lab-

guished countryman; but

tee met.

Saddlin.

Misses., FashionableDressmakers.

222.

dressing

Draumrting.

Y AUDER

—

he was adWashingtonIrving. Mr. Irving,
May 20, 1506, Christopher Columbus drd. noticing liis manner of pronunciation,re21, 1864, Confed. victory at Bermuda marked: “Ah! you are a Scotchman, a
Hund.
countryman of the world’s greatest novel“ 22, 1862, McClellan crossed Chbka- ists. I should think that you would highhominy.
ly esteem the honor.” “I thunk you, sir,”
“ 23, 1788, Constitution ratified by all returned the laborer, “for your highly
the States.
complimentaryreference to my distin“ 21, 1872, Centennial Congr. Commit-

R. A. City Physician.Office at Dr.
Schouten & Mecngs’ Drug Store,8th Street.

S

NO.

r

orer was totally unaware that

QCHOUTEN,
Dry flcodi.

JOB FIUNTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONB.

WHOLE

20, 1876.

Phytioius.

-

TAOESBURG. J.

WEEKLY NEW3PAPEE,

A

Ud kldlolMI, >

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

—

Mr. Irving the laborer
returneda Roland. Both of the contestants became highly excited and both

every Oliver from

Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00© 8 50
J. First Ward Hardware Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 60
The above is the noble CentennialH> mn
t Mixed trains.
were oblivious of the rapid passing of time.
IX Store; sell cheaper than any other; Bth Stave bolts, softwood ...... . ...... ..... «... ? CO
written
by the venerable Whittier.
street.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
Stave bolts, hardwood .....................
4 00
It was not until warned by the approach
Railroad tics, ................................
l* can hardly be mistaken in the assertion
\fAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hardof twilight that the' laborer realized how
that it will always be regarded as one of
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
'Grain, Feed, Eto.
comfortably he had been drawn from bis
time.
the
most dignifiedand impressive lyrics
[Corrected
by
the
"Hugger
Mills.)
\7AN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers In
Y' Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Wheat, white $ bushel ............ © $ 1 20 ever produced by an American poet, and proper work and how many hours had
ments; Eighth street.
been passed in the earnest dlscnssion.
Corn, shelled K bushel .............65 that it will do as much to perpetuate his
Oats, ^ bushel .....................
40
Mortified that he should have Ums been
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
Botili.
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............. 75 fame as any other poem he has ever writled away, he refused to continue It, though
Bran, » ton .......................
16 00
ten. Our readers cannot have failed to
FROM GR’ND
TO GR’ND RAPIDS. \ ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor, Feed, fl ton ......................26 00
Mr. Irving was exceedinglydesirous of so
#100
lb .....................1 48
Express. Mail.
Express. Majl. rx First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
STATIONS.
notice the absence of the Spread Eagle,
Barley,
#
100
lb ................... 2 00
A.
M.
A.
M.
doing.
P. M.
P. M. from the Trains. Eighth street.
Middling, # 100 lb ................. 1 83 Hail Columbia and other cheap patriotic
4 15
Grand Rapids. 10 10
7 80
7 10
About the middle of the forenoon of the
4 82
7 44
Grandvllle.
9 55
6 55 piITY HOTEL. J. W. Minderhout, Proprietor. Floor, # 100 lb ...................... 8 88 fustion which is now so prevalent. The
7 00
following day Mr. Irving again appeared
5 45
8 26
Allegan.
8 45
5 45 \J Built In 1878; Furnished Inelegant style, and Pearl Barley, # 100 1b ..............6 00
6 11
9 41
Otsego.
8 16
Hymn is constructed upon an elegant class- and desired to continuethe argument; but
5 18 a flrst-class hotel thronghout.
6 19
9 19
• Daily except Saturday

TTAVERKATE, G,

We

V

©

©

RAPIDS

©

Plainwell.

6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.

9 85
9 50
A. M.
11 80
P.M.
6 80
P.M.
5 00
P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

A. 11.

6.00
A M.
2 40
A. X.
7 05
P. M
1 15

White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
P 05
A.M.
8 CD
A.M.
8 30

A.M
3 40
P.M.
7 55

J. McVicsb Proprietor:
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
acoommodatlou; bnllding and furniture new.

1

X>

Livery and Sale Stable.
Office and barn on Market street. Everything

flrst-class.
/

"VTIBBELINK,

J. H., Livery and Sale Stable:
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

IV

Monday, April

24,

1875.

pvIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and

U done.
Shop. Horse-shoeing

Blacksmith

and all kinds of repair-

Oolng
No. 4
p.

m.

North.
No. 2
p.

8 50
8 10
8 00
6 50
5 45
5 17
4 00

doing

STATIONS.

m.

12 15
11-45
11 40
11 11
10 85
10 15
9 25

No.3

South.
No. 1

p* in.

a.

Muskegon
Fcrrysburg

Grand Haven
•

’

Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

2
2
2
8
8
4

00
35
40
13
55
12

500

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

ing

m.

River Street.

the

calm

reflection, mature

jugdraent, and lofty elevation

T^LIEMAN. J., Wagon and

Blacksmith Shop; scription will please address
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
- Rev. E. A. WILSON,
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.

r

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

marked with

ed to comply with the request,saying
of thought “that his time was not his own and he
The advertiser, having been permanent- which have always characterized the good
could not use it as though it were.” And
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumpt- Quaker poet. Every verse is full of adso they separated.When Williams reion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
monition and warning to the people of this turned home he was informed by the labknown to his fellow sufferersthe means of
cuie. To all who desire it, he will send a country, of thankfulness to God, and of orer of what had occurred, and, though
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of hope for the future. The AtlanticMonthly
he suspected that the man’s opponent was
charge), with the directions for preparing for June contains the Hymn, and also the
none other than Mr. Irving himself, he
and using the same, which they will find
music that has been set to it by J. E. said nothing to that effect. It happened
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishing the pre- Payne, of Boston, Professor of Music at a few days later that they were working on
To Consumptives.

T>OONE A ALBERTI,

Wigoiaikcisnd Bl&ekiKithi.
Effect,

line to

Livery tud Sale Stabler

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

model, and moves from the opening the laborer, knowing that he had on the
the close with a stately grace and
previousoccasion employed time belongbeautiful musical flow. Its sentiment is
ing to his employer for his own use, refus-

ical

T3HOENIX HOTEL.

Harvard College, and

it is pleasant to

note

that verse and melody are happily wedded.

The music, like the text, is impressive,

Marehsnt TaIIoti?

Feathers! Feathers!

T>08MAN, J.

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents’ FurnishIng Goods.

D

TYORST,

W., Merchant Tailor.Cloth pnrehased elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing
promptlyattended to. River street.

gusiness giwtonj.

?

Attoraeyi.

Mist lUrketi.

TbUTKAUW., Now Meat

Notary Public; River street.

Market, near corner

Prime Live Geese Feathers at
H.

its

flow.—

orer

/\RT, F.
\

J

Counsel
Chancery. Ofilc

West of River Street,

rT'EN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

Visiting brothersare cordiallyinvited.

M. Harrinton, N. G.
J.

A. Roost, R. 8.

A

River street.

v

Attorneyat Law, Notary PubHe and Conveyancer.Kenyon's bnllding.

Corner of Eighth and River street.

F. A

o’clock,

TTISSCHER A.,

Ka&ufaetorln, Villi, Skopi, Its.

at

Children's Carriages.

TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By Excelled by none
-Ly Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the

in quality, finish or price

H. MEYER & CX).
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow
T>INNEKANT, J., Proprietress of the Pioneer
xj Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street. .i points gnmnd to order. 10th streetwest of River st.
XTEXL?’ R. IL, Manufacturerof and Dealer In
LA Agricultural Implements; commission agent On account of the heavy taxes this year
Confectionaryand cigars; Refresl
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
and in order to lighten the burdens of the
this 1 ine served on call ; Eighth street.
BakirlH. •

HARD-TIMES.

1

BaaUag aod Ixchangi.

pAUELS.VAN PUTTENA

m

CO., Proprietors

A

master mechanic

"
I

he discoveredMr, Irring to be

among

named

others a native of Scotland— a

man

appearently, of frugal, industrioushabits

on Scotland and

Its

distinguished novelists,

Sir Walter Scott, the laborer referredto
took occasionto compare him with

nothing

was

said,

however,

respecting

and they soon parted.
The laborer, upon returning to his cot-

their rencontre,

.

—

WALL PAPER

days

a few

found an express package
him, which upon opening he

later,

awaiting

Wash- fonnd to contain

a

complete set of the

ington Irving, quite to the latters’s advan- works of Washington Irving, In

most

ele-

tage. Williams thereupon, remarked to gant binding, with the authors autographic
his companionthat Irving resided in the compliments written on the fly-leaf. He

neigborhood(a

fact

he bad not before

said nothing, however, bntqnietly pursued

place his usual occupation.Imagine *Mr. Irin his dally walks; and. as he knew him ving’s surprisewhen coming in from a
well when occasion offered, be would intro- drive, a few days later, be fonnd a comknown);

that he frequently passed the

plete

duce him.

A

few days after Williams was called to

set

of the works of' Sir Walter

Scott, very elegantly and tastily gotten

up,

for a few days, leaving awitlhg him, with the autographicregards

public, I bape resolved to reduce my an adjoining town
prices and hereafter will sell at the follow- his men to continuethe

ing prices:
YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Bread, 8 cents or 8 for 20 cents.
Drafts bought and aold; cor. Eighth and
KE?’
Proprietorsof the
River streets.
Biscuits, 10 cents a dozen.
P.h<?n,i£P1?I!.In§ All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
I keep the largest assortmentof candv
Books aad Stationery.
and confectionery In the city, and sell this
TT'ANTERS,L. T. Deale
?an^Ct.arer. ot ^trm Pumps. also at reduced prices. Best Cheese.
IV. ery, Cigapr, Notions
opposite
Oranges and Lemons, Dates, Figs and
City DrQg^ioM, Eighth sti
Raisins, the very best.
Notary Pubilci
Boots ud Shoos.
G. J. A. Pessink.
Holland, March 16, 1876.
TT'LFERDINK W. A H. General dealerss DOST, HENRY D., Rest Estate and InsaraoM
«•»JCj in Boocs and Shoea ; repairing neatly
;
Agent, Notary Pablle and Oonveyaneer;ColRiver street
lections made In Hollandsnd vicinity.

TT

when

versation incidentally turning one day up- tage at the close of the day’s work,

A. M.
TT' UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodgb,
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
No. 101, F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, May
\7\AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, 81, at 7K
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
G10. Lauder, W. M.
and twine; 8th street.
J. O. Doesbubo,Sec'y.

Y

sur-

whom he had so galWilliams, lantly contended and whose works he had
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd residing near Sunnyside, had occasion to so successfully landed but a few days preFellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
enlarge his force. There came to him vious. The itcognitionwas mntnal; but
of each week.
I. 0- of 0- F.

T/’LEYS,P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

J.

you." Judge of the

and consternation of the humble lab-

the individual with

and of quite an ordinary education. Conard, cor. Eighth and River streets.

served: “There comes Mr. Irving. Now

prise

MEYER & CO.

;

when, chancing to look up, Williams obI will introduce

Tribun
Anecdote of Washington Irving.

X>

Eighth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

dignified, and smooth in

the same spot where the colloquy occnred

work

in his ab-

of

the laborer— his plebeian(Opponent—

sence, no opportunity having In the interim written upon one of the blank

been afforded to secure to

him

pages. Of

the much- coarse, be could do nothing but retain the
While gift, for he had found in the laborer his

desired introduction to Mr. Irving.

Williams was away Mr. Irving,

as he

had

not done for some days previous,chanced

equal, and one of the lower walks of life

had

disclosed

to him a man in whom,

to pass by the place where this man was though a mere laborer, the instinct of true
employed. Mr. Irving confronting him courtesy was as highly developed as in

with true gentlemanly instinct,raised bis himself. Mr. Irving was afterwardaccushat, and the laborer as gallantly responded. tomed to allude to the episode with appar-

Being in a communicativemood, Mr. Ir- ently great satisfaction,and it is one upon
TJEROLD, E., Mannfactnrer of and dealer In Y1TALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, and curtains of every description, and all ving passed some observations upon the which an old resident of Sunnyside is glad
Jl Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.: f
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low as
Eighth street.
state of the weather; to which he received to linger.
I Store, bth street
the lowest.
H. MEYER & CO.

f

At

*

Mayor, Council, and other
Philadelphia,Mayors of other cities, State Centennial Boards, the
Board of Award, judges of yacht Mid
rifle clubs, and along the front of the
platformwere seats for members of the
sioners, the

of

officials of

^llniiti

few.

4#8

HOLLAin^CITr, MTOHXQAK,

THE
Tie

CniUL.

Hie orchestra, of 150 pieces fthd a
chorus of 1,000 voices, under the direction of Theodore Thomas and Dudley
Buck, were stationeddirectly in front of
the platform,at the side of the main
building.

Mersarj Kilttea

The space in front of the platform, Except that needed for passage-ways,was
open to the public until alter the inauguration.

Great

ilia.

Society

the platform,and for such distance that

and hear were impossible,was
crowded densely with people waiting

The morning waa very

for the opening exercises.

10.

rainy, with the

At 11 o’clock, the President and his
party, accompanied by the officials

INDEPENDENCE HALL.

;

-

prospect of a steady rainy day.

The

Union

of
National Alumni Association ; Salesmen’s Association ; Fifth
Maryland Regiment ; Seventh New York
Regiment ; American Pomologioal Society; Malster’s Association of the
United States ; Army of the Cumberland ; Humboldt Monument Association;
Christopher Columbus Monument Association ; Board of Trade Convention ;
InternationalTypographicalCongress;
Rifle Association of tne United States ;
CentennialLegion ; PhiladelphiaCounty
Medical Society ; International Medical
Congress; Old Volunteer Fire Depart-

to see

Philadelphia,May

; American Dental Conven-

B’nai B’rith

end, or at the south side, and thence
through the center door, at the north
side, to the platform. The space about

THROWN OPEN.

Grand Lodge, United
Odd Fel-

of America; Independent Order

All guests passed through the main
Views of the Exhibition Build- building,
entering at the east and west

THE GATES

:

tion ; CathplioTotal Abstinence

building, machinery hall,
and memorial hall were reserved for invited guests, and closed to the public.

and Full Descriptions
of the Various Departments.

Fellows

Portland Me
Blues ; Welsh National Eistedfodd
Id;. ftitriotio Order Sona
of America ; Ualifc
Wgrtia Zouaves of San
Francisco ; an Internationa
International Regatta the Life Insurance companies ; National
Board of Underwriters • State Agricultural Society ; Second InfantryTN.G.
of California ; PhiladelphiaConference’
Methodist Episcopal Church: Cincinnati Society}; CaKfomia Pioneer

The main

ings

Odd

States, Independent Order of

previouslydesignated,proceeded to the other nations, but also satisfy you with the atgraphers,the carriage builders, the glass
city was crowded with visitors, platform, the Presidenthaving been tainments made by our people during the past
makers, the cracker bakers, the boot and ment of Philadelphia;German Rifle
100 years. I invoke your generous co-operaClub ; Army of the Potomac, etc., etc.
tion with the worthy Commissionersto secure shoe manufacturers,besides quite sluma brilliantsuccess to this InternationalExhibi- ber of individual exhibitors. The great
tion, and to make the stay of our foreign vis- demand for space renders this course THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDitors, to whom we extend a hearty welcome,
necessary to a considerable extent, es?ENCEt"
both profitable and pleasant to them. I declare
pecially
for exhibitorswho have been was written by Thomas Jefferson, at his
the InternationalExhibition now open.
So great was the oon fusion in the tardy in making their applications. In private lodgings, in the house still standcrowd, and so., low the tone of voice in
which the speech was read, that people
a few yards away oonld not hear what
was uttered.
The close of the President’s brief address was followed by the raising of the
flag on the main building,the signal
that the Exhibition wasopem.
Salutes were fired, bells commenced
ringing, and the chorus began singing
Hallelujah ! The chimes commenced to
ring various airs and the Presidentand
invited guests, amid cheers from the
crowd, began a procession through the
main building and machinery hall.

SIGNING THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
trains last evening and this morning
having come from all directionswith
crowds of passengersfrom abroad.
The streets were all ablaze with flags,
and, notwithstandingthe rain, the patriotic decorations were numerous and fine.
The Exposition opening was the only
topic of conversation,and from early
looming throngs of people, on foot, in
street-cars,carnages,wagons, and steamcars, were ponring toward the Centennial grounds, in Anticipation of the

openmg of the gates.
This morning early, the

military

escorted to the grounds by Gov. Hartranft, with a division of the military.
The platform was at once crowded, and
all the surrounding space and all the
available points of elevation in the
neighborhood were already occupied by
crowds of visitors. The orchestra,while
the seats were being secured,played national airs, and, after the party on the
platform had arranged themselves,

GENERAL REMARKS.

THE HORTICULTURAL HALL.

main exhibition building, for exam- ing on the southwest corner of Market
333,300 square feet of space had and Seventh streets. He says: “I
for “celebrating the one hundredth an- been applied for by the beginning of rented the second floor, consisting of a
niversaryof American independence, by October by American exhibitorsonly; parlor and bedroom ready furmshed.
holding an InternationalExhibition of whereas, the aggregatespace which
____
In that parlor I wrote habitually,
and in
arts, manufactures, and products of the has been possible to reserve for the it wrote* this paper particularly/’
soil and mine,” authorized the creation United States department is only 160,000 The Hall of Independence, on
, on Chestof the United States CentennialCommis- square feet About one-third is oon- nut street
street, between Fifth and Sii
Sixth, was
sion, and intrusted to it the management Burned by passage ways.
commenced in 1729, and completed in
of the Exhibition.This body is comThe machinery buflding,
--- 0, like the oth- 1734, having been designed for the use
played Wagner’s Centennial March, posed of two commissioners from each
r fully covered
oovere by applies- of the Provincial Assemblies; and the
---- -era, is already
which was received with applause.
State and Territory, nominated by the | tions. There are about L000 AmericAn long hall formerly in the upper story
Bishop Simpson, of the MethodistEpiswas often used for grand officialbanpa- copal church, then offered up the open-

rade, comprising portions of the First
division, took place, passing through the
principalstreets of the city. The display was fine, though not nearly so luge
as it would hate been had tne weather
been favorable.
d
At 10:15 a. m., the sky cleared, and
the weather was beautiful—sunny, but
not too warn.

The act of CoDgress which provided

the

ple,

it

b

.

---

^

f

------

--

quets given to Governors, distinguished
strangers and Generals,and to the mem-

ing prayer.

After the singing of Whittier’sCenHymn, the presentation of the
buildingstook !place, the Board of Finance, with appropriate speeches and
ceremonials,turned over the buildings

when they arrived in 1774. It was originally decorated with a stately steeple, winch was
taken down in 1774 on account of decay ; only a small belfry was left to
to the Commission.
cover the bell until the year 1828, whan
Next followed the singing of Sidney
the present steeple was erected as nearly
Lanier’s cantata by a full chorus, aclike the ancient one as circumstances
companied by the orchestra. The apwould permit The ancient bell, forplause of the vast crpwd was enthusiasmerly used for the clock, is remarkable
tic^ and portionsof the music were ehfor its prophetic inscription.Originally
chored, especially the bass solo sung by
imported
from England, in 1752, but
Wbitner, of Boston.
cracked in its first ringing, it was recast
Joseph R. Hawley, the President of
in Philadelphia,and tbe inscription
the Centennial Commission,made the
“ Proclaim liberty throughout the land,
presentation of the Exhibition to the
and
to all the people thereof”— was
President of the United States.
placed upon it. Tins was more than
When President Grant rose to respond,
twenty years before the independence of
hd was greeted with enthusiasticand
the colonies was dreamed of ; yet, when
long-bontimied applause, followed by
the Declaration was signed, this very
three cheers and a tiger, led by Gen.
bell was the first, by ite merry peal, to
Hawley.
“ proclaim liberty throughout the land.”
PresidentGrant then read his response,
It now occupies a place in the south
as follows: i.
vestibule of the building. The DeclaraMAP OF PHILADELPHIA.
It bis been thonght appropriate upon this
tion of Independencewas signed in the
Centennialoccasionto bring together in Philarespectivegovernors,and commissioned exhibitors in this department, 150 Eng- chamber on the left of the principal endelphia, for popular inspection, specimens of
our attainmentsin the industrial and ‘due arts, by the President of the United States. lish, and 150 from other European coun- trance. Some years since the antique
and in literature, science and philosophy, as The enterprise, therefore,is distinctly tries— which is about 250 more than en- architectural decorations and furniture
well as in the great businesses of agriculture a national one, and not, os has some- tered the Vienna machinery exhibition. of this room were removed, and their
and of commerce, that we may more thorough- times been stated, the work of a private
Extra provision has been made for an- places supplied with new furnitureand
ly appreciatethe excellencesand deflciences of
corporation.
nexes to accommodate the hydraulic tapestry in modern style. This error
oar achievements,and also give an emphatic
THE LIBERTY BELL.
The Exhibition will remain open until machinery, the steam hammers, forges, has since been repaired, as far as possiexpression to our earnest desire to cultivate tne
friendshipof our fellow-members of this great November 10th. There will be a fixed hoisting engines, boilers, plumbers, car- ble, by restoring the hall to its ancient
The grounds were in very good condifamily of nations. The enlightened price of fifty cents for admission to all penters, etc.
appearance, The portraitsof nearly
tion, in spite of the hard and long-con- agricultural,commercial,
manu- the buildingsand grounds.
Power
in the Machineryhall is chiefly evetyoneof the signers now adorn the
tinued rains, though there was much facturing people of the world have
The Centennial grounds are situated supplied by a pair of monster Cor- walls. Open daily.
been invited to send hither correspondingspecimud.
mens
of their skill, to exhibiton eqnal terms, on the western bank of the Schuylkill liss engines. Each cylinder is forty
The gates were opened at a little after
' Cold Aprils.
in friendly competitionwith our own. To this river, and within Fairmount Park, the inches in diameter, with a stroke of ten
8 o’clock. It is roughly estimated that
invitation they have generously responded, and largest^ public park in proximity to a feet; the fly-wheel is thirty -one feet in
Since
the
beginning of the oontury
50,000 people were on the grounds at 10 for so doing we render them onr hearty thanks.
great mty in the ^rld, and one of the diameter, and weighs fifty-five tons; the forty-four Aprils were quite free from
o’clock.
The beauty and utilityof the competitionswill
most beautiful in the country. The horee-power is 1,400; and the number of frost, and even snow, which latter is a
A spacious platform had been erected this day be sahnfitted to your inspectionby^the
park contains3,160 acres, 450 of which boilers is twenty. This engine drives most uncommon phenomenon for that
of the
SSSaTtal? of UieinftteffiSoTt&tm have been inclosed Tor the Exhibition. about a mile of shafting.
month in most temperateclimates of
of all nations will afford to you unalloyed Besides this tract, there will be large
The
art exhibition includes, in addi- Europe, Tho frosty Aprils occur in
seats were arranged on the platform for pleasure,as well as yield to you a valuable
yards near vby for the exhibition of tion to the works of contemporarvar- series, viz., 1806 mid 1807, when nine
official and other invited guests. At the practical knowledgeof tne remarkable results
stock, and a farm of forty-two acres has tiste, representativeproductions of the hoar frosts were observed ; 1808 and
of
the
wonderful
skill
existing
in
enlightened
right of the center were seats for the
already been snitably planted for toe past century of American art— those, 1809, with nine frosts also ; finally, onr
communities.
President of the United States and the
One hundred years ago our country was new, teste of plows, mowers, reapers, and for instance, of Stuart, Copley, Trum- present series, which began in 1873.
members of the Cabinet, and farther to and but partially settled. Our necessities have
other agricultural machinery.
bull, West, Alston, Sully, Neagle, Elliot, As another instance of the severity of
the right were the seats of United States compelled us to chieflyexpend every means
The Exhibitionbuildings are approached by eight lines of street cars,
which connect with all the other lines
in the city, and by the Pennsylvania
and Reading railroads, over the tracks
of which trains will also run from the
North Pennsylvania and Philadelphia,

’

bers of the First Congrees

tennial

—

and

center

Wilmington and Baltimore railroads.
Thus the Exhibition is in immediate

THE ART GALLERY.
Members of the Hou^e of RepGovernors of the various States, with their staflk, tbe Gov-

Senators,

resentatives, toe

ernor of this State and State officers,the
Supreme court and the Legislature,the
representatives of toe army and navy,
the Smithsonian Institute,United States
judges, . officers of the Executive office
and the: Bureaus, and the' members of

the Woman’s CentennialCommittee.
On

the left of the center were

the

of tbe United States Supreme

seats
court,
s for

and time In frilldr forests, subduing prairies,
and building dwellings, factories, ships, docks,
warehouses,roads, canals, machinery, etc., etc.
Most of our schools, churches, libraries and
asylums have b*en established within 100 years.
Burdenedby these great primal works of necessity which could not bo delayed,'we yet have
done what this Exhibition will show in the direction of rivalingolder and more advanced
nations in law, medicine,and, theology,in science, literature,philosophyand ths flhe arts.
While proud of what we have done, we regret
that we have not done more. Our achievments
have been groat enongh, however, to make it
easy for our people to acknowledgeSuperior
merit, wherever fqund.

And now, fellow-ciUzens,I hope a careful
examination of what is about to be exhibited
not only inspire you with a profound re-

connection with the entire railroad system of the country, end any one within
ninety miles of Philadelphiacon visit it
at no greater cost than that of carriage
hire at the Pasff at Vienna exhibitions.
The list of special buildings number
from 200 to 250. Most of the important
THE AGRICULTURAL HALL.
foreign nations— England, Germany,
Austria, France, Sweden, Egypt, Japan, Kensett, Cole. These, as well as the this winter, it may be mentionedthat
and others— abs putting up one or more works offered by living artists, have the sea from Kertch to Tmutaracan has
structures each, for exhibitingpurposes, been passed upon by the committee of been frozen over this year for the first
or for the use df the commissioners, selection, who visited,for the purpose, time since 1068.
exhibitors and visitors. Offices and New York, Boston, Chicago, and other
Cash Value of an Optic.
headquarters of this kind, usually of con- leading cities, in order to prevent the
siderable architecthralbeauty, are pro- needlesstransportationto Philadelphia
The value of an eye in California
vided by the States of Pennsylvania, of works of art not up to the standard of seems to range from $299 to $500.
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, New admission.
man in Santa Clara recovered $299 from
Jersey, New
aw Y<
York,
k, uonnecn
Connecticut,MassaA large number of orders and fra- a barbarian who carried his umbrella on
cht
chusette, New Hampshire, Missouri, Kan- ternities have signified their intention
his shoulder and punched out his eye,
sas
inia, WestVirgini
ia, Nevada, to hold gatherings at Philadelphia dar- and a lecturer on chemistry in San Franware ; and it ing the period of the Exhibition. Among cisco, who destroyed the eye of an aupliow the example. those which may now be enumerated are ditor by an accidental explosion, has
A number of trade and industrial asso- the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, In- been mulcted in the some of $500.
ciations are provided for in special dependent Order of Odd Fellows ; the
buildings. Among these are the photo- Grand Encampment, Independent Order . A bad era— cholera.

A
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open into
halls eighty-two feet long, sixty feet
wide, and fifty-threefeet high, decorated
in nu dem renaissance. These, in turn,
open into the center hall, eighty-three
feet square, the ceiling rising over it
eighty feet in helgU From the east
and west sides of this center hall extend
the buildings the entrances

the galleries,each ninety-eight feet long,
forty-eight feet wide, and thirty-fivefeet

These galleriesadmit of temporary
divisions for the better display of paint-

ings, and with the center hall form a
/rand hall 287 feet long and eighty-three
feet wide, capable of comfortably accommodating 8,000 persons. This is nearly
twice the dimensions of the largest hall
in the United States. From the galleries doorways open into two smaller galleries, eighty-ninefeet long and twentyeight feet wide. These open north and
south into private apartments connecting with the pavilion rooms, and forming
two side galleries 210 feet long. Along
the whole length of the north aide of the
main galleries and central hall extends a
corridor fourteen feet wide, opening on
its north line into a series of private
rooms twenty-threein ntimber, designed
for studios and smallerexhibitionrooms.
All the galleries and the oentml hall are
lighted from above; the pavilions and
studios from the sjdee. The pavilions
and central hall ore designed especially
for the exhibitionof sculpture. This
fine buflding gives 75,000 square feet of
wall space for paintings,and 20,000
aquarefeet of floor space for statues, etc.
The skylights throughout are double,
the upper being of clear glass and the
under of ground glass,
j

THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
stands north of the Horticulturalbuilding, being separated from it by a romantic ravine, and has a commanding view

CENTENNIAL DEPOT, PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

The

Pennsylvania railfoad company,

southern shores of the great lakes, on the or ten miles, and e’
every modern appliance
Mississippi and Ohio rivers, and on the Atr for combining the I
highest speed
4___ with
________
the
lantic harbors. The main road from New most perfectsafety haa been adopted. The
Union, and directly connect all important
York to Philadelphia, though passing company has built 200 elegant cars, with
points with Philadelphia, hu made magnifithrough the principal cities of New Jersey, engines of the first class ample to move all
cent preparations for conveying, with safety does not deviate six miles from an air line,
trains that may possibly be required.
and comfort, the millions of people who in- and this deflection is due to the interposition
Centennial visitors will find the Pennsyltend visiting the CentennialExhibition di- of navigable waters. These routes not only
vania road the only direct route from the
rectly to the Centennial grounds. The loca- excel in directnessas well as in the number
West, North and East to the Centennial
tion of the Exhibition made it impossible
Exhibition, the rates as low as by any other
for any other railway to directly reach the
route, the time made by it the quickest,and
Exhibition buildings and grounds, and the
equipmen
the accommodations for -com tort, luxury
management, ever since the site was des- burgh and New YorK. 444 miles, the entire
and safety unequaled. Careful agents, on
ignated, has employed its gigantic equipline is double track, laid with heavy steel
all trains, will arrange for the prompt and
ments and unrivaledfacilities to make the rails with joints connected between ties by
cheap delivery of all baggage, and, for fifty
Exhibitiona success, by providing the a process that gives the effect of continuous cent^ sell seats in a comfortable carriage to
amplest accommodations at the minimum rail, on which there can be no unpleasant
any point in Philadelphia.
price, for both exhibitors and visitors.It
jarring.All bridges on the line are of iron
Above all, these visitors will be landed at
was fitting that a railway company, national or stone. A large portion of this distance is
the very doors of the Exposition, in the
in its character and operations,should thus
provided with a third track, which enables beautiful Centennial depot of the company
second the commissionersin illustratingour freighttrains to keep entirely out of the
represented in the above cut. It stands opcentennial history by demonstrating the
way of paaeenger travel,and permits the posite the open space separating the Main
high degree of excellence attained by the express trains to run their allotteddistance
exhibition building from Machinery hall,
railway transportation system of America, without interruption, and near Philadelfacing the principal entrance gate and the
in making the great thoroughfaresuniting
phia, and other important terminal points, Judge’s pavilion, and in close proximity to
the Atlanticseaboard and the Mississippi tour tracks have, for considerabledisseveral immense hotels and restaurants. It
valley,the West^ Northwestand Southwest tances,been completed.
is 340 feet in length by 100 in width, two
with tne Centennial City, as j erfect as possiThe Block signal system, exclusively stories high, and surmounted by six towers.
ble in all its essentialsand details.
used on the Pennsylvaniarailroad through- In design it is tasteful and ornamental,
Its routes follow the geographicalclianout its entire length, compels the engineer comparing favorably with the many beautinels • of . continental inter-communication,
of a train to know whetner the track is ful structureserected for the purposes of the
uniting "most of the larger cities on the
clear or not to the next station, be it one Exhibition. The first floor contains a gen-

0

who«e lines penetrate every section of the

MAIN BUILD1NU.

umns. x, ’

by 100 feet, t ladies’
waiting room eighty-one bv 100 feet, a baggage room forty-nine bv 100 feet, a ticket,
office thirty by forty feet, a package room
ten by thirty feet, and a number of retiring
rooms, all handsomely finished,and provided with every convenience. The rooms
on the second floor are for the use of the
railroad officials and employees.
This depot is reached by a circle of three
tracks sweeping from the main roadway
four-fifths of a mile long, and the diameter
of the circle they describe is 600 feet. All
trains will enter this circle heading west,
and, depart from the depot heading east.
Three trains can be landing or receiving
passengers in front of the depot at the
same time, the entire tracks being floored
over, and no matter in what direction the
trains may come or go, they can be moved
without confusion, delav or danger.

eral waiting room, 130

Seventeen additional sidings have been
constructed,connected with this circle, of a
length of 1,000 feet each, upon which waiting trains can be run and remain with engines attached, until the time arrives for
them to en
enter upon the circle, receive their
passengers,
__
_____
i, and depart for destination.

_rr_

___

This arrangementof tracks and sidings is
novel, and affords facilities for the transac-

without detention or confusion, of an
almost unlimited passenger business.

tion,

____

__

o

____

sashes. The roof covering is of tin^ that
being the best roofing known in this
climate to resist leakage. The flooring

of plank, npon sills resting npon the
ground, with no open space beneath.
Turrets surmount the building at all the
corners and angles, and the national
standard, with appropriate emblems, is
placed over each of the main entrances.
There are numerous side entrances, side by aisles sixty feet wide, and forms
each being Surmountedwith a trophy, an annex for hydraulic machines. The
showing the national colors of the coun- promenadesare : In the avenne fifteen
try occupying that portion of the build- feet wide, in the aisles ten feet, and in
ing. In the vestibulevariegated brick the transept twenty-five feet. The walks
and tile are introduced.Louvre ven- extending across tne buildingare all ten
tilators surmount all the avenues, and feet wide, and lead at either end to exit
skylights the central aisles. Light, of doors. The foundationsof thisbnilding
which there will be ample supply, oomes are piers of masonry, the superstructure
from the north and south sides almost consisting of solid timber columns supentirely. There underlie the building porting roof trusses, constructed of
two miles of drainage pipe, the water straight wooden principal beams and
the Machinery and Agricultural _
supply and drainage system being com- wronght-iron ties and struts. The coland the north entrance to Memorial
(art gallery). Towers 76 feet in height plete. Offices for the foreign commis- umns are placed in longitudinal lines,
rise at each corner of the building.In sions are placed along the aides of the and in these rows stand sixteen feet
order to obtain a central feature, the building,in close proximity to the pro- apart The columns are forty feet high,
ducts exhibited.Offices for the adminis- and support respectively the ninety-feet
roof for 184 feet square at the center has
been raised above the surrounding por- tration ore at the ends. The design of roof-spans over the avenues a« a height
the building is such that all exhibitors of forty feet, ind the sixty-feet rooftion, and four towers 48 feet square,
rising to 120 feet high, are introduced will have an equally fair opportunity of spans over the aisles at a height of
into the corners of this elevated roof. exhibiting their goods to advantage. twenty feet The outer walls are built
This gives ventilation, as well as orna- There is comparativelylittle choice of of masonry to a height of five feet, and
ment The main building gives 936,008 location, as the light is uniformly dis- above that are composed of glazed sash
square feet of surface, or nearly 21 $ tributed, and each of the spaces devoted between the columns. Portions of these
acres. Its ground plan shows a central to products is located upon one of the sashes are movable for ventilation, and
Louvre ventilators are introducedin conavenue 120 feet in width, and 1,832 feet main thoroughfares.
tinuous lengths over both the avenues
in length, which is the longest avenue
and the aisles. The buildingis entirely
of that width ever introduced into an
MACHINERY BUILDING.
lighted by side light from the north and
exhibition bhilding.On either side of
This structure is located about 550 feet south. Space in Machinery hall has
this is another avenue of equal length,
west of the main exhibition building,
and 100 feet wide. Between the central and as its north front stands npon the been allotted as follows :
Sqwre/eet
and side avenues are aisles 48 feet wide,
same; line, it is practicaUy a continuation Great Britain .. ......
.....
M W,725
and on the enter sides of the building
1^»8
of that edifloe,the twc. together present- Germany .......... i..A/ .............
France i '... .......... L.‘. ..... ........... .11.J19
smaller aisles of 24 feet Width. To
ing a frontage of 8,824 feet from their Belgium .....................................
9,379
break the great length of the roof-fines
eastern to their western ends, npon the Brazil ........... ................ .......... 4,000
three transepts have been introduced,of
Austria .........
.........................i,h«
principal avenne within the grounds. Sweden
......................................
3,188
the same widths and in the same relative
This building consists of. a main hall
positions to each other as the longitudilone and 860 foot wid#, with
nal avenues. These cross the building,
an annex' on the southern side 208 feet
and are 416 feet in length. The interby 210
entire am dovflred is
sections of these various avenues make
Norway..,.
860
'rw»7............g.. ........ aw
is

_

i

.........

^

.

;

;

....

im

the Sohnylkni river and the northwestern suburbs 6f Philadelphia be-

yond.

This building illustratesa novel
combination of materials, mainly wood
and glass, and consists of along nave
crossed by three transepts, each being
composed of truss-arches of Gothic
form. The nave is be 820 feet long by
125 feet in width, with a height of 75
feet from the floor to the point of the
arch. The central transept is be 100
feet wide and 76 feet high, and the two
end transepts 80 feet wide and 70 feet
high. Its interior appearance resembles that of a great cathedral, and in
looking from transept to transept, the
vista extremely imposing. A portion
of this building is supplied with
steam power for the use of agricultural
machinery. The four courts inclosed by
the nave and transepts, and also the four
spaces at the comers of the building,
having the nave and end transeptsfor
two ox their sides, are roofed, ana form
valuablespaces for exhibits.
In addition to the grounds within the
inolosure, an eligibly located stockyard,
22 acres in extent, has been provided for
the display of live stock, which will be
exhibitedin a series of shows daring
the months of September, October, and
November, Two farms, moreover, of
about 50 acres each, have been suitably
planted for the trials of agricultural machinery.

a central aisle between and kill. Being designed for an absolutely
an aisle on either side, these being sixty I fireproof structure, nothing combustible
feet in width. These avenues and aisles
together have 360 feet width, and each renaissance. It covers an acre and a
of them is 1.360 feet long. At the cen- half, and is 365 feet long, 210 feet wide,
Austria Preparing for Wsr.
ter of the building there is a transept and fifty-nine feet high, over a spacious
The Government here is preparing for
ninety feet in width, which at the south basement twelve feet high. A dome,
the gravest eventualities.It knows that
end is prolonged beyond the building. rising 150 feet above the ground, sur- among the Bulgarians Pouslavic agita-

brickwork in panels between the col- wide, with

This is a parallelogram,running east
and west 1,876 feet long, and north and
south 464 feet wide. The larger portion
is one story high, the interior height
being 70 feet, and the cornice on the
outside 48 feet from the ground. At
the center of the longer sides are projections 416 feet in length, and on the
ends of the building projections216 feet
in length. In these, which are in the
center of the lour sides, are located the
main entrances, which are provided with
arcades upon the ground floor, and central facades 90 feet high. The east entrance forms the principal approach
for carriages,visitors alighting at the
doors of the building under cover of the
arcade. The south entrance is the
principal approach from railway cars.
The west entrance opens npon the main

of

m

mounts the center capped by

a colossal
ball, from which rises tne figure of Co-

tors are actively at work, and that soon
the revolutionaryfires may break out in
lumbia. The main front of this build- the ravines of the Balkan. The false
ing looks southward, displaying a main news of the abdicationof the Ozar Alexentrance in the center consisting of three ander was received with the greatest joy
enormous arched doorways, a pavilion by all the Austrian and Turkish Blares ;
on each end, and two arcades connecting the contradiction of it is not believed,
the pavilions with the center. The en- andas theCzarowitz,without or with reatrance is seventy feet wide, to which son, is regarded as the head of Panslavthere is a rise of thirteen steps. Eadi ism, the revolutionary fire increases
of the huge doorways is forty feet high among the Austrian Slaves. Almost
and fifteen feet wide, opening into a daily fresh measures taken by the Adhall Between the arches of the door- ministration of War become known to
ways are clusters of columns, terminat- the public, each one in itself insignifiing in emblematic designs illustrative of cant, but altogether affording a proof
science and art The doors are of iron,
that every preparationis being made for
relieved by bronze panels, displaying a rapid movement of the troops ; and all
the coats of arms of all the States and
the details of organizationnecessary for
Territories. The United States ooat-of- an army in active service are being arranged, in case Austria should be compelled at last to proceed to extremities.
In the arsenals at Vienna and Pola work
top, a colossal figure stands at each coris carried on without intermission.Both
ner of the base of the dome, typifying the Danube monitors have been armed
the four quarters of the globe.
and will go to Semlin, opposite Belgrade.
The formation of a corns of messengers
In each pavilion there is a large win- on horsebackover 8,000 men strong
dow, twelve and one-half feet by thirty- from the cavalry regiments has been orfour feet There are altogethereight dered, and it has been decided that the
of these windows, which will be used Austrian Landwehr and Hungarian Honfor the display of staihed glass, glass
veds shall be attached to the standing
paintings, etc. Two of them have alarmy, so that each regiment will be at
ready been applied for from Munich, least stronger by a battalion when it takes
and application for space in them has the field, and besides these sufficient
also been made from England. The artroops remain in the depots and garricades designed to screen the long walls sons to man the fortresses. Austna, as
of the gallerieseach consist of five I have said, has not yet drawn the sword,
groined arches, and form promenades but her hand is on the hilt — Vtoina'‘
looking outward over the grounds and Oor. London Standard,
inward over open gardens extending
back to the main wall of the bnilding.
Stylish fifth Arenac.
These gawlenplnt*rfi»

a New York correspondFifth avenue is passing the way of
the other glories of the earth. All the
at the center of the building nine spaces,
churches below Twenty-third street are
The United globes occupies about
ornamented? and the balustrades of
free from support* which are from 100
Bering by the removal of families and
>0,000 square feet
about fourteen acres. The chief portion 300
feet to Ity
^ua&ifad which agthe introduction of trade. The grand
of the building is one story in neight,
gregate 416 feet square. The general then
residence, are boT*
elevation of the roofs of all (h6se fivenues forty
nets, dressmakers, _____
*' ub and the walls and drinking-places are
varies from 45 feet to 70 feet, , * j
teriot w
_
and are relieved an eruption. Candy store*
The building rests, upon the ground, in the avenues seven ____
a cost of $1,500,000 by
State ox
of
dj the
me
Dtate
..
to
statues.
The restaurants and wfjj hotels jhiiye althe land having been thoroughly graded male forty feet To break the long lines
Pennsylvania and the city of Philadel- _____ richly ornamented, and above
and prepared. The fraUdhtions consist of the exteoor, projections have been
phia. Thisis”
“ ^
it the central dome phows to great adof piers of me4oh*y»: Superstructure introduced upon the four sides, and the
the Centennial
vantage. The rear or Xiorth front of the ago' a leading rierohaOt boughfc* magbeing composed of wrought iron col- main entrances are finished with faesdfis .daring
daring the Exhibition as an art gallery,
nificent residence so far up town that
umns, placed twenty-fom* feet apart, extending to seventv-eight feet in height after which it is desimd to ma
which Bupport wrought ‘iron ', roof
the arcade, has a serfcs of arched wintrusses. There are 672 of these columns
approach irom railways and from
leflfcionsimilar to the South Kensington dows, twelve in number, with the enin the entire structure, the shoi
main exhibition building. Along cue
__ Museum- at London. f It stands on a
trance in the center. Between the paing twenty-three feet and the
southern side aw .fclfloed ' the boilerler- line parallel with, and' !a 'short distance vilions is the grand
125 feet long. Their aggregate
Jw northward
.......
- ‘
itedofutte
wiaiD bniJ4jng,
and ia
is 2,200^000 potfuda. ETwiSof
a commanding
cor
position, looking _ 0
qnired.
it above the grot
The plln
to the northward the beautiful
above the ground, are finished with shows t*o
grounds of the park. On each front of

WfcL

According to
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difference between the right man in

the right place and the

Saturday, May

wrong man

20, 1876.

©3^*

in the

wrong place has not been more aptly

illus-

has at

It

last,

War Department
cal year

after much discussion,

ratio of three to

one against adopting the minority report
to the contrary. All the buildingsand
grounds will be closed

sion

605 less than Mr.

which

will please the

jority of our people best.

The

ma-

Dry

ticians who believe in splurges and profits,

against closing lay,

Clothing,

economy. His
these estimates has been made

Crockery,

judiciously, cutting off in the Quartermas-

in the

Department and

in the

'

appropriations

material

Groceries,

JUST RECEIVED

Flour A Feed,

Stoneware,

Provisions

STREET, - - - -HOLLAND, MIOH.

filVBK

“ isr

for the armament of fortifications,—
just
Sunday is the only opportunity
where reductions can be made without
adorded to working men to visit the Exdamaging the public service. Judge Taft
position by daylight; and second, that
We invite the Public to
is a man who has a reason for everything
many citizens and foreign visitors do not
judge for themselves. Our
he does or recommends, and it is morally

which, to them, is no different from any
other in the

week. While there

is con-

siderable reason in these views, they manifestly

should not prevail when the Expo-

manner.

WAIsTTEID.

Secretary Bristow must look for

Our

formidablerival in the work of reform;

in the light of a
Judge Taft will press him hard for
workmen who
palm in this struggle,if he remains in
benefitted are only those who reWar Office.

national undertaking. The

would be

s ”

Department without cripplingthe service
or damaging the public Interests in any

a

position is regarded

w

:e

AT

JOB OFFICE.

come and examine our stock and
line of clothing is very large and
complete
and
we
have
no
doubt
but we can satisfy all who
certain that this amount of money— nearly six millions— may be saved in the War wish to purchase.

observe the Christian Sabbath, and hence

-

—THE

etc.

fact that

should not be debarred entranceon a day

!

USTErw

iisr

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

strong ar-

first,

PRINTING-!

KOFFERS,

&

(roods,
Goods,

believe in honesty and

reduction of

ter’s

trade, go

of

dealers

that

Belknap was one of the new-fangledpoli-

who

call at the store

DUURSEMA

the

while Taft is one of the old-school fellows

the one

gument

Belknap wanted for

same purpose. The difference is

think the decision of the commis-

is

willing to

to the public on the

Sabbath.

We

and

fis-

run that Department next year for $5,007,*

main closed on Sundays, the Centennial

sen a well assorted stock

which has been made by Secretary

Taft. He expresseshimself as

been decided that the Exposition shall re-

commission voting in the

estimates for the next

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

trated of late than in the revision of the

SUNDAY AT THEOENTENNIAL.

If you wish

the
the

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
and we are at
the highest market prices.

Job Printin this city,

all times

prepar-

ed to execute

Holland, Mich., November 5,

side within short distances of the Centen-

compared with
Union.— Unite your good flour with D.
class. In this country, B. DeLand & Co.’s Beet Chemical Saleratus.
live under the rule of the if you want extra bread, biscuit and pas-

facilities for

ing are unequaled

1875.

nial, a very small majority
the entire working

moreover we

majority, and the Sabbath of that majority try of all kinds.— United they rise, divided they fall.
is the Christian Sabbath, a day which our

hundred years ago ven-

ancestors of one
erated

and

come

WERKMAN

are, and one of those institutions is certainly the Sabbath as a day devoted to rest

and religious duties. Hence, the question

|We|haYo onhandja largo stock of

by the Rev. R. Piktkbs,Mr.
Bastiaah Stkketee to Miss Ida E. Vaupell.
both of this city.

Fall aul filter

Decoration Day.

accommodated in opposition to
sentimentwhich overwhelmingly

A meeting of' the

Holland Soldier's
prevails.
Union," will be held at the hall of Bakker
There are various other considerations, & Van Raalte, on Wednesday evening,
notably the enforcement of extra work May 24, 1876, at 7^ o’clock, for the puramong the employees on the grounds, and pose of taking the necessary steps toward We
a proper observanceof the National holithe interference with the quiet enjoyment
day on the 80th day of May next, known
of the day of rest by those residing in as Decoration Day.
All Ladies and Gentlemen desirous of
Philadelphiaand its suburbs, which need

Office

room has been

Provisions.

Toe

-

Holland, May

-

*»Democraticpress throughout the

country seems

to

18,

1870.

Sealed Proposals.

NOTICE is hereby given that sealed<proposnls from tax-paying residentswill be
the representative of Reform in that party
City
—the only Democrat whom the average the first day
iv of Jui
June 1876, for the furhe

is

w

id deliveryof p
pine and hem
Indedendent voter could support— his as- nishing and
lock lumber for the City of Holland for
cendency should be particularlyacceptable
the fiscal year, by order of the Common
•to the friends of administrativeReform, Council.

,

for two reasons:It will force the nomina-

John A. Roost,

a more healthy condition of

CARPETS! CARPETS!!

party may

A good variety of handsome Carpets at
H. MEYER & CO.

politics in the future, whichever

win. One

of the strongest arguments used

by the honest men

of his

own party, in Til-

•

Errors of Youth.

den’s favor, is that he is bitterly opposed

by those men who are identifiedwith

t

J.

have the agency

for one of the largest mannfactnriesIn the country and sell cigars at

Retail.

W.

TV

-

-

IN THE

if

know

o

,

offi-

jobbers

cial attention. Politicalthieves and

Holland,

and at

St.

Louis, we shall have nomina-

made that will give the people a
guaranty of reform in the future. The

Slooter

& Higgins,

tions

Republican party has several leading

men

who whould have the confidenceof

the

whole people, could they be brought

for-

Hav® jnst removed to their new and capacious
store on the corner Fish and 8th street, opposite
Uaverkato’sHardware Store and are now ready to
purchase

Corn,Oats, Butter,

ward; the Democratic party has but one

who

is

likely to be a

the only

And

man who would draw any

-

access-

- —

Country Produce,
We

-

will

CoNSTiTCTioN-tinkeringis a bad practice; but the purpose
it

tske any quantity of Butter and Etrin for
CASH and partly trade.

of an amendment

%

s,

a

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

Wood

in the Rouse of Representatives,

good one.

Programmes,

be
A

Handbills,

Produce.

o
•S

4)

^ 1

"2

Q
S
w

Law

Blanks,
Etc., Etc.,

Etc

<£)

Ob

All kinds of Color and Ornamental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prises.

will be filledprqynptlyand with despatch, and a fair dealing can be reliedupon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and Railroad Ties, when deliveredat onr Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
bills

t

12,

1875.

Joslin&Breymn,

4-tf

B. P. HIGGINS,

Watchmakers

A Jewelers,

Bankbulldlng, Cor. Eighth and Blve: St.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
EighthlSt. Holland, Mich.

All work bnrnlihedand finished in the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied, Enlarged and
worked up in India Ink. Oil or Water Colors.

1875. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.

-O'

is

CASH FOR CORN

and OATS.

certain-

It is as followi;

“Whenever any appropriation bill shall We have a cellar that cannot be surpassed in this
city to keep potatoes, vegetables,
i-y
have passed theJliouse of Representatives
and the Senate, and shall be presented tc
The beautiful Stallion
the President for his approval, he may
withhold t}la approval to any clause or
clauses,of provision or provisions, ip such
bill, and approve the remainder;and In
Will stand at the stables of the
such case he shall state bis objectionsto
the portions disapproved in the same mahner as U provided in articlefirst, section 7
of the Constitution; and all provisions of Of P. ZALSMEN, Proprietor.

etc.

“bloaoh;
jETN A*

said section as to bill not approved shall
apply to the item or items so disapproved.”

The

hh

p

DEALERS IN

All

dx.

provided for in a Joint resolution

introducedby Mr. Lapham, of New York,
ly a

kinds of

candidate. Tilden is

ions to his party.

which

all

Eggs

TAGS,

1

Holland, Mich., March

voice of the people is heard at Cincinnati,

CARDS,

Oct. 28, 1875.

DeFeyter Bro

Lake.

must be driven from power, and, if the

PRICE LISTS,

1875.

of

Tilden were President,corrupt Demo-

crats would be the first to receive his

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

Country Produce!

i

42 Cedar st., New York.

that

PRINTING.

—

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
he has finishedhis new Meat-Market,and is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
Onr aim Is to pay the Highest Market Price for
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
all kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a Son’s Hardware Store.
specialty.We never refuse to buy anythingin this
Holland. April 2,
W. BCTKAU.
Hre. Our connectionsarc such that We can always pay the highestprices.

poli-

OGDEN,

it,

COMMERCIAL

Prop’r.

PHtST WARD.

A gentleman who suffered for years
corrupption in his own State. The from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
We have pnt upln onr woods, (on the Lake Shore
friends of Tweed and the Canal Ring men, and ail the effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of sufferinghumanity, Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
of both parties, are his bitterest foes . They
the Grand Haven road) a flrst-class portable saw-mill
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
Is now In good running order, and can serve
know that if Tilden is elected President, direction for making the simple remedy which
the public at any time with all kinds of building
there will be no places for them. They by which he was cured. Suttcrerswish- material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
can have no more influence with him than ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
We can lengthen ont so as to saw 40 feet, and
a convicted criminal can have with an can do so by addressingin perfect confi- will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Onr facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
dence,
any kind of ship timber are nneqnaled.
honest State’s Attorney. These men, in
JOHN B.
out of

the

MEAT MARKET
—

to

MINDERHOUT,

tical

New York State and

on

ed with the Hotel.

City Clerk.

tion of the best ticket at Cincinnati, and
will insure

fitted up

Are dealt In very extet livelyby us, and a
all orders
are promptly niled and delivered.

be coming pretty gener-

ally to the support of Tilden, and, as

Floor.

ground floor. Livery connect-

honoring this day, because of its hallowed
not here be reviewed.As we said in the
memories, are kindly requested to meet
beginning,the decision will be acceptable with them.
to the greatest number of our people.—
By request of the Executive Committee.

-

on First

Agents a large and well lighted sample

11

Wholesale and

American.

THE

For the convenience of Commercial

CIGARS! CIGARS!

Scientific

IN

fools, elegant furniture.

Hats & Caps,
Crockery and

community,

are to be
a public

Promptly and Neatly

well furnished with

Dry Goods,

still smaller proportionatemi-

nority of the entire religious

JOB PRINTING

every respect.

And keep afallilineof

minority of one class of the population,

a

in

The Rooms are spacious and
new and

day, May 11, 1376,

after all reduces itself to whether a small

plus

The Proprietorannonneos to the Pubic that no
will be spared by him io make this House

River Street, Holland, Mich.

this city, on Thurs-

ALL KINDS OF

& SONS,
IRST-CLA8S

STEKETEE-VAUPELL— In

HOTEL,

HOLLAND, MICH*

here

us and our institutions as they

to st\idy

At the Store |of

parnei

reverently observed.

Moreover, foreignerswill

Extensive Trade, CITY

Presidenthw often signed a

bill

containing an objectionableitem rather

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

it,

session of Congress necessary.If the

and

Summer Shawls,
Parasols, "Fans, and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and

HOUSE,

Having diaposed of moet ol onr old flock, we have
occupied my new qoarten, on RIVER STREET
with a beantuhl stock of everything
pertaining to a complete

Jewelry and Variety Store.

Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.
•talllon waa formerly owned by Benjamin
Van Raalte, and produce*the beat stock
colt in this vicinity,Me coha being
•old at a higher price than

SilverWare,
Plated Ware,

Tto

_

any of the others.

pot a stop to the oper-

ationa of the government or make an extra

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

.

than by vetoing

a full line in Ladies’

Price 16, Gash

down 61.

foregoingamendment thoold be adopted
V1* l*rg* stallion of Veldheer of
there would be an end of riders upon ap
North Holland, whose weight la 1,400 ponnda.

..

..

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

__

•

We

Can and Examine. Ho Trouble to Show Goods.

u

In

Musical Instruments.

requeot all of oar old Mendi to come and tee
oar neir place and aatlafythemselvea ae to

the above.

Mr. J. Wykhniaen, haa eatabllabed blmielf with

propriation bills.

will be pleasedto see his old coatomAgents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Co’s Patterns of Gar- ua,eraand
and friendacontinue tbelrformer favors.
Nobody knows yet how many people
ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
Price $7.00, $1.00 Cash down.
All Repairing will be Neatly
were in the Exhibition on the first and
O'*-*--.
second days, but there is reason to believe
and Promptly executed.

that during
in it.”

summer

there will be “millions

Come add

see them, and take your choice.
S.lS-lw.

L

S. &VAN

DEN BERGE,

Holland,

EIGHTH STREET * - - - HOLLAND, MIOH. fc-ly
'

Mich., Feb.

JOBLIN

&

22,

1875.

BREYMAN-

The

The

first

had

be

gineer.

car will not.

Wb

Mr. H.

Ice Cream of the Season can

at Ranter’s this

evening.

J. Aling’s new store

is

Pluck will

iron horse has but one ear— the en-

learn that Prof. Scott and lady will

Dr.

progressing fine-

Van

Raalte

U

Cedar

street, near

notice preparations being

made

for

and will be

cows. This

is

a great relief to

n good mOve
some.

another new building on the cor. of River
and 9th

street. ^N

Eagle Fire Engine

May

28, the

BAKING & CONFECTIONERY

last, to test their

at

which the PhiladelphiaTima irreverently

FIRST-CLASS BAKERY.

classifies the "distinguished persons.”

Fresh Bread, Biscnits, Rusks, Crackers
all kinds, Cakes, Pnstrv; also Rye
Rice House, at Grand Haven, has become Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
The Democratic City Caucus was held insane, and having bfeen taken to the All special orders will be promptly filled.
last Wednesday night, and elected the folKalamazoo Asylum, was examined by its

be ready to turn out on DecorationDay.

fd^"nM' of

*hlcl’

Geo. W. Ostrander was ejected from a
house belonging to Prof. Scott, by due lowing gentleman as delegates to the County Convention : James Ten Eyck, Win.
process of law, for non-paymentof rent,
Benjamlnse,W. H. Joslin, L. T. Ranters,
after repeated orders to vacate. Finally,
G. J. Haverkate, B. Ledeboer, and J. 0.
on complaint of his wife’s sickness, was

Jab. A. Rice, formerly proprietor of the

of

Assorted Confectionery.

doctors, who say there is a possibilityof
his

recovery.

A disciple of Coke

in Charleston, 8. C.,

Plain and Fancy Candies,a ibll assortment of Nuts and such other notions in
this line as will tender this establishment
complete in this respect.

when asked by a "hrudder” to explain the

Doesburg.

allowed to reoccupy it.

REFRESHMENTS.

Latin terms "de facto” and “de jure,” re-

Bishop Gillespie, in the Protestant

Dr. A. Broek has bought a lot fronting

on 8th

street, opposite

Ipiscopal

Raalte’s store, with a view of building a
store,

and

it

is

rumored that he has formed

a copartnership with

Dr. T. E. Annls and, Ime

in the

Western States, and with

exceptions the largest

will engage in the drug business.

a

number ever con-

effort is being

made

A new Grocery store has opened on the

would have

State Tax of

allowed this to
theless have an

mand

government building formerly occupied by Messrs.
pass last year, but never- Joslyn & Breyman, by the firm of Fifield
unquestionableright to de- & Westveer. They intend to do a cash

$150. Our

May

18, 1876.

:

business, and show the citizens of Holland
that they

are very few towns of our size

can buy cheapest

for

them

Furniture, or in fact, anything belonging

Ox Wednesday afternoon River street
witnessed a rather disastrous runaway.

The former patronageof the Public
G. J. A.

Holland, Mich., Nov.

be found in the store of Reidsema
The' stock is arranged very neat,

& Son.
While Mr. P. Reidsema was taking
and the

by Messrs. Knol, Harrington

&

Co.,

who

anything that the woods

sell

ficient

to bring out the whole force

and

test their

was concluded to
Friday evening, May 19.
ability,which

The Ward School house

be

done

is soon to

bd

adorned with a bell. The Board of Education have thankfully accepted from
of the ex-

one

Aldermen of the Fourth Ward a

The

n

Work

on

P &

Dry Goods,

A. Steketee’s now brick

however, this may

its

Oats, Potatoes,

Mells, weighs 450 self in many of the folds of the drapery; Europe
the light which the statue holds in its
pounds, and arrived here on Thursday.
hand is such that two persons walk round

Messrs Welton A Akeley have bought ont the
stock and trade of M. P. Vissers and will continue
the business at the old stand. If good goods and
low prices will continueto draw
their heavy
a- them f
trade they are sure to retain It. A general invitation
Is extenaedto all to call and visit the crippled auctioneer.
Holland, November11. 187!.

notice that of Mr. F. Slooter, almost

ished. When

finished outside

the appearance of

ing. The

it

will

down.

Mr. White, of Kentucky, has

have

a two-story brick build- duced

inside is already finished

occupied

sit

fiin-

and

Slooter & Higgins, as a Flour,

Feed and Country Produce Store. This
store is located on the cor. of Fish and

-

8th street, and is an ornament to the First

-

in

intro-

Thursday, May

BOOTS & SHOES

day of July, 1876.

-

monument

to see the job

to

been prosecutedfaithfullybut slowly since

somebody’s pluck
More of ez-Senator Nye's Biography.

well fluished.. We can see

nothing to prevent it from outstripping

The

of the Latest Styles of

Ladies,

question before the Senate was a

the middle of

March

last,

rough weather

very frequentlyinterrupting.

The

Gents,
Misses

Youths,

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
» goo
price,and we request the trading public to call and

examine.

Ladies,

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND ,

Gents,

limm
Youth and

DONE

•>

OH SHOUT

NOTICE

Cash Paid for Hides

*N

Misses Wear.
9

-

&

be a living

It is

The

‘ Irii

1875.

new stock of Goods has last been opened,and
•we can state to the Public that It has been ^
bought expressly for this season of the year.

HEROLD,

ceptions, their productionor importation
after the 4th

6,

A

ra ft

Amro/*- Schr. Tom Paine, light; schr.
ex- Tri-Color sundries; str. Standard Rock,
Shade-tree planting is still raging.
100 m Shingles; schr. Contest, light; scow
ceptions are of distilled spirits, for scienBanner, light; scow Spray, 175 bush Oats
Great improvements are being made in the
tific, mecanical and medicinalpurposes.” and
‘ Sundries; schr: Four Brothers,
24 cds
College Campus. An experiment is being
These may be made and sold by persons stone; schr. Wollin, light; schr. D. R.
made there with hedges, which, if successHolt, 30 cords stone.
speciallylicensed by the Secretary of the
ful, will have a beautifuleffect and, no
Treasury, who is directed to advertisefor
• Messrs. Rosser
Winston have about
doubt, a great following. In Centennial
proposals for their manufacture and sale
completed
their
contract
at the harbor,
Park the work goes bravely on, and in
"as nearly ns may be at cost price.”
the superstructureupon which work has
spite of some chronic grumbling, will yet
ward.

Eggs, in trade or

Holland, Mich., Oct.

-AT—

E.

lumber, Chicago; str. Standard Rock,
bill to "lessen crime and human suffering sundries, Chicago; scow Contest, 90 cords
from alcoholism.” The preamble refers wood, Chicago; scow Banner, 44 cords
wood, Waukegon; scow Spray, 40 m feet
to the injuriouseffects which flow from
lumber, Racine; schr. Four Brothers. 2400
the use and sale of spirituous liquors, and R. R. ties, Chicago; schr. Wollin, 50 m ft
the first section prohibits, with certain ex- lumber, Chicago.

<fe

in cash.

18.

Clearance*— 8\r. Sky Lark, A0 cds wood,
20 m staves, Chicago; schr. Tom Paine,
50 cds wood, Chicago; schr. Tri-Color, 40

the House of Representatives a

for Butter

Boots and Shoes.

•

PORT OF BLAOK LALE.

Highest market price paid

River Street, Holland.

45.

and

TEAS AND SYRUPS.

lountry Produce, Etc.

donation for that purpose equal in amount
to one year’s salary under previous regula-ij measure several metres in circum- with Switzerland, 502; America, 460; Holtions. The bell was ordered by Messrs/ ference. A man can easily esconce him land, 43; Franco, 22, and the North of

Van Landegend &

AND

Bran, Corn,

done hereafter,when

be

‘Choke Groceries

Bolted Meal,

The most comprehensive missionary

casting of the gigantic bronze statue

a chair

HINTS STB1ST.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

& Feed,

Flour

neighbor;

Holland’sgrowth demands it.

and pass each other, or take

ft

Dealers in

Provisions,

building is progressing steadily, and from

of Liberty, to

it

imi

COB. IF

rrocenes,

be erected at the entrance statistics which we have are containedin
of New York harbor, has recently been Dr. Gundemann’sMiaionary Journal.
begun in Paris. Some idea of the dimen- There are, accordingto his statement, 1,559
sions of this monster may be conveyed by stations, 2,132 active missionaries, 420,944
fthe fact that the shoulders are more than communicants,1,537,074 Christian wortwelve metres broad, and the head seven shippers, 389,059 scholars. Of these mismetres high from the chin to the top. The sionaries England has sent 1.000, Germany,

Among the several new buildings which
are now in course of construction, we

John Roost & Son,

along the coast of Lake Mich-

Pentwater.

wife thrown out, injuringhim consider dustry rise to the height of

to risk a friendly wager, in order though unhurt.

1875.

DEALERS IN

the horse frightenedand at once broke appearanceswe should judge it to be inColumbia Fire Engine Co. No. 2 were and ran south as far os the creek, where tended for a first-class store. We should
out on Friday evening last, and tested the the buggy was smashed and Mr. R. anc like to see this monument of honest inresult seemed to satisfy some of them suf- ably, and the lady terribly frightened, al

CLOTHING

PESSINK.

26,

1, 1874.

NEW STOCK OF

is

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

greatest point is that they sell cheap.

throwing capacity of their engine. The

Holland, Mich.. December

Welton & Akeley,

Western Michigan produce,and operate

igan as

his

wife to her parents with horse and buggy,

Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired lu the
best manner.

In spite of the low prices and very dull
times, considerable shippingis being done

as fur north

to the house furnishingbusiness, as can

all

respectfully solicited.

Win. Veubekk, P.M.

of

a lair trial.

be served at

will

care James Kelley, Justin Webster.

cash. Give buy, ship and

that can boast of such a complete stock of

mnltd.

Tea

CIGARS & TOBACCO.

city

it.

There

Office at Holland, Mich.,

corner of 8th and Market streets, in the

to be In addition to the Special

The*e goods will bo Bold at the lowest po*'!
ble Price. IfiryArtioli WarmWdtoti juit ii tip-

fruits.

H. W. Baldwin, John Busingcr, Hiram
Goodwin, W. N. Hart, Miss Rose Kelley,

to raise the

saloon license of the city to |500. This

Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,
sardines, lobsters, cheese"’ and canned

Coffee and
List of letters remaining in the Post hours.

few

firmed at once in this country.

Ax

means dat you must prove
fact* of de case to de satisfaction of

plied, ‘‘Dey

Church in Niles, Mich., last de
unday, confirmed two hundred persons
dejury."
e largestnumber ever confirmed at one

& Van

Bakker

JEWELERS.

of the Fremrnt

evening,

& Wynne,

Alters

ance Association will be held at Kenyon’s At tiie same old stand on Eighth street, in
the City of Holland. 1 guaranteethe
Hall,
P. M.
Public that at all times they will
find roe supplied with a full
“Emperors,governors, senators, generline of gobds such as
als and small fry”— that is the way in
ahould be kept in a

Co. No. 1 were out

on Wednesday evening

unfform^afeVy

haS “heir

CITY BAKERY.

regular monthly meeting of the Temper-

It is proposed to regulatethe running

street.

at large of

Wk

Next Tuesday

balmy weather of the last few days had

residence is being built Mr. Heete-

on 18th

Garrison,.,

palace

Tima, gave us a call yesterday. He says Tire undersignedhas succeeded to the
above business, and shall continue
we have a fine looking town.
to carry on
slightly better,the

a beneficialeffect.

brij

8.

man where a

leave for the East in a few days.

.

ly, in spite of hjp protracted illness.

A new

carry a

L.

SPRIETSMA & SON.

Holland, February

26,

1874.

-JicWy

Full line

CROCKERY!

the Winter trade.

for

Holland, Jan.

1,

1876.

From and

after this

date,

I

DOESBURG, intend devote
trade the necessary
nisi ini mum,
and
keep on hand

J. 0.

to this line of

to

attention,

crib

Washington Park in Chicago, in a few bill fj admit the Chinese to equal privil- work, is ready for the- receipt of the
will
a ComNO. 70, - '
EIGHTH STREET.
years.
eges of citizenship, and Mr. Sumner had stone. The schooners Four Brothers and
plete stock of White Granite
Fruit prospects are very promising,es- the floor. His speech was, as usual, elab- D. R. Holt have during the last week Drugs,
and C. C. W are.
brought from Chicago cargoes of stone for
pecially Apples. Peach trees are in full orate. Demanding suffrage aud equal
liberal deduction to
Medicines,
bloom. This interestis drawing more and rights for the enfranchisedslave, he urged the above purpose. Upon the completion
Paints and Oils those who buy sets or in large
more attention and is being pushed with that the Chinese, who had emigrated to of this portion of the work the govern-

-

A

vigor. People that are posted in

and settled upon our shores, were equally

this cul-

Are sold as cheap at this Drag Store as at any quantities.
the piers a thorough overhauling. The other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pare.

ment intends to give the revetment part of

.

a larger amount of all
trees have been planted in

ture assure us that

kinds of

fruit

entitledto similar recognition.

this immediate vicinity, this spring, than

ever before, and

we

believe that this in-

As soon as Sumner had taken his seat
Nyc sprang to

his

feet. "Mr. President,”

said Nye, his broad face beaming with hu-

fact of it is that

for

a distance of 600 feet

on the south pier and 580
pier,

feet

on

the

north

State, and was raised upon
parents

vote was taken

to ascertain the

preference

of the convention, resulting in Charles F.

Adams

as first and

Samuel

J. Tilden as

second choice of the memberf present.

the

\y

lime* and Messenger.

GotoL. T. Kanterafor fancy

writing
aper and envelopes. Croquet sets for %\

and upwards.

VAARW
VAARWERK.

Mich., Sepi.

10,

1875.

Something New

!

All the leading Patent Medicines in the market*
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.

piers should have given ns.

'

80, 1870.

PUMP MANUFACTURER
Of this place, haa added to h!s splendidWooden
the Iron Drive Well Pomp, and Is ready to
fhrnTsh all and everybody with all kinds of Pumps:
Force Pumps, Rubber Hose, Large Iron Veaael
Pnmpa, Pony Engine Pumps, and anything In the
line of Pompa from a small Basket Hand-Pomps up
to a Steam Sire Engine.
Re can also put down Drive well points on wood
en pumps, which la an improvement on both iron
and wooden pnmns-on Iron Dumps because ther

i

I

sold at
105 tf

my

offlee.

N.

KENTON,

FTJK/B
Golden Machine

Oil.

BY THE GALLON, Al
J.

Holland, July 7,

FOF SALE

O.

DOESBURG.

1875.

or

TO

BENT.

ngtolll-h
_______
ill-health offer for
sale or
.....

Bertschrs Store. These goods are offered
cheaper than ever before.

KNOWN

HOLLAND, MICH.,
a

Owing

D.

THE WELL

general Banking, Exchange, and Collection husiness. Collecllons made on all point*
In the United States and Enrope. Particularattention paid to the collections
Ionsi ox
of Banksand Bankers.
Remittances
made on day of payment. All bustft
ness entrustedto me shal) have prompt atten
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all point# in Europe

Does

to

'

I

to

,

.

For further^lnformation apply to

„

Oct. 16 1875.

P.

Pump

improvement on wooden pomps; It saves making a
well, and nothing can get Into the well and spoil
the water.
Business place on River Street, between Tenth
and Eleventh street, Holland, Mich.

BOOKBINDING!
The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
present located at Mnskegon, he haa made arrange;
mentawlth Mr. W. Vorst, at Holland,at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and complete line
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

:andwffif^RteK^

rent the

Hous< la the City of Holland. Proposals
A nice lot of Spring and Summer Shawls, jEtna Houae.
bang* for other
-----x. be enterproperty will also
the largest assortmentParasols ever shown to exchange
tained.
in this city. Felt and Silk Hats of the
latest styles are the latest attractionsat

P. H. ‘Wilms,

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.

done efficiently. At the end of the piers

and for a distance of 200 feet inside
there is from T4 to 16 feet of water,
while the same depth exists east of this
revetment work, and It is and has been
owing to this "crooked” piece of work
tha^ur harbor has never answered to
thownexi
xpectations which the amount of
money expended and the extension of the

DOESBURG.

J. O.

Holland,Mich., Jnly

dard American delicacies,doughnuts were

ays provided. We all liked doughnuts,
The Democratic Convention for Ottawlb
d
1 think the American farm boy that
County met at the Court House at Grand
n’t
like doughnuts is hardly to be found.
Haven on last Thursday. A permanent
I
Vften
watched my good old mother, God
organization was effected with M. D.
Howard as chairman and M^). Safford as blAs her, when she made the dough, and
Secretary. The delegates elected to Uie knAdad and softened it until it was in fit
State Convention were: First District— condition. Mr. President,- the result of
W. Benjaminse, M. D. Howard, C. De my Observations was that she always took
Putter, J. De Jong. Secopd District— Col. a snjall piece of the dough and fried it in
Wm. M. Ferry, H. Savidge,D. R. Waters, the fat before she risked the whole batch!
tried it first and awaited results.”—
I. V. Harris. In an informal manner a

large supplies.
(i.
G. J.
J.

Hair and
Paint Bmshes.

Yellow'

Dished piece of con-

a farm. My
were hard-working, thrifty peo- tract work, duly accepted. The greater
The warm season has at last arrived
part of the filling of these piers, which
ple, fearing God, and performing their
and with it comes the anxious desire of
was supposed to have been of slabs and
duties with a good conscience. We had
many for pleasure and recreation. The
stones, has washed out, and what is left
morning and evening prayers in which
Picnic season is also approaching,which
were always offered an appeal to the Al. consists of old timber, butt ends of shingle
reminds us that something should be done
mighty for the freedom of the slave. I logs, and other pickings of the beach. Mr.
for the accommodation of pleasure seekers
trudged between the handles of the plough, W. W. Burke, the present inspector, inat the mouth of the Lake. It is evident
drove up the cows, fed the stock, reaped forms us that it is intended to remove all
that our facilities for fishing, boating and
the grain, and mowed the grass, and like this rubbish and re-fillthe piers with brush
sailing cannot be surpassed in the State,
and stone. As to the manner in which
every other farm boy, did my share in the
while it is apparent that the number of
the
work will be done, this hks not been
home work.
visitorsis increasing annually. Why does
decided
upon, but it is likely to be placed
“My good mother, God bless her, was a
not some man with available means at his
careful housewife,and among other stan- in charge of Mr. Burke; In that case we
command give this matter some attention.
have reason to hope that it will be

ganize a Fruit-Growers’Association!

in

Holland,

Counter, Cloth,'.

running of mor and his attractiveperson showing to piles and not upon cribwork, there is a
a regular line of steamers in the course of the best advantage, "I was born in the scandalouslooking piece of harbor work,
a very few years. How wouU it do to or- good old county of Steuben, in New York or rather a remnant of what at some time
terest alone will necessitate the

fl

Ware

Chamois Skins,

where the superstructurerests upon

must have been a

Rockingham and

Trusses,

ZAL8MAN,
Holland, Mich.

A.

Muskkoom,Sept. 8

CLOETINGH.

1875.

imFREg
Scnethingnsw.

and postpaid—The
liikVEKLYJJtJDOET
home or traveling.
AddrMt
Tbe BevtriyOo, Chicago
AddrmiJRwBe

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

immediate outbreak of Moslem fury throughout Turkey, and that Christianseven in Constantinople cannot considerthemselves safe.

PARSING EVENTS.

The Knoxville Tribune thinks the
delegation
from.Tennessee to St Louis
Pmca N. Ruben stein, who wsa under sen- dead. ...A telegram from Constantinople says
will vote primarily for Hendricks, -tence of death for the murder of Sara Alexan- that a general panic prevailsthere. The low
There is really a famine of small
der, last winter, died last week, in hia cell in
change
in the country. People hoard
the Brooklyn (N. RVai^
- Per_
sons who are plotting '**- overthrow
of their fractionalcurrency,to buy silver,
le the other day upon illicit the Sultan and
and then hoard silver under an absurd
massacre and pi
impression that it may rise in vatyo.,
Mohammedans h
the bast.

Ricabd, French Minister of the Interior,

is

•

*

•

'

(

and Armenians, bidding them prepare for imminent d«ath.
European residents' are sending away their
famUlee.
. Advices from Panama
report tbit
flgbtaghubeeagoijngoB between the troops
of Guatemala and Salvador,and that the loss
,nn both sideg ia hea^TTibe report Sat ex.

The Wow York Tribune prints lists of
delegatesalready chosen to the National
convention, and holds that Blaine Will

.

inevitably have the largest number of
votes on the first or second ballot.

the fates be merciful, to sink to the
lowest depths. Her case, it appears, is
not an exceptionalone. People sent to
jail without any real evidence against
them, and on mere suspicion, it appears,
at Newgate, and in the other prisons
generally, are treated precisely as convicts. There is no means of bringing
them to speedy trial ; and there they are
kept for months, suffering most disgraceful and ignominous punishment,
because of the absurditiesof the law, or
awmting the; pleasure of judges who
want a vacation.

THE COUSHATTA TRAGEDY.
Particulars of the Attack on Senator
Twltchell and Mr. Kin*.
[OouBkatta(La.) cor. 8t. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
ThepartmuJaraof the shootingof SenW. H. Twichell,and the killing of
his brother-in-law, George H. King, will
doubtless prove of interest to the readers of the

Globe-Democrat. At

quite

an

early hour this morning a stranger was
noticed riqpig into town. His peculiar

tamed, and the rim of his soft
hat turned down. He also wore

coat was
felt

RIOTING LOUISIANA.

London correspondent understands
green goggles,and it was his evident inthe reason why the Queen did not Serious Fightlng^BetWen Whites and tention to conceal as much of his face as
her own speech ht the opening of M Blacks In Wert Feliciana Parish-Con- possible. He was spoken 5o by several
the ten days for which Winslow, the Boston
tradtetory Reports, .j-,
'arliament was that she te now unable
citizens, during the morning, but alforger, was recommittedhaving expirbdithe
' b
Pkpatoh to Associated press.]
to read without glasses; fehd itf' was
application for* bis release was renewed in IxmNew Orleans, La., May 15.-A New lowed no fine to get & good look at his
thought that the sight of the 'sovereign

xt

epon

flon on the 18th inst It waif 'opposed by the
Government,and he was recommittedfor ten

tion in
cal su

the
Girard,

a

day,

through ou
the days
Tat
vast crov ______
ave
been confidently . ^
scarcelymore outside peop
PhUadelphia than am be counted in Chicago any day

the west,
Gen. Chook left Omaha a few days ago for
Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies, to become
acquaintedpersonallywith the feeling of the
Indians there, which will, in a measure, determine his action during the coming canmaiu
If he finds the Sioux favorably disposed lid
can trust (hem, he will organir.o a body of 800
scouts; if not his intent?® is .to rate them
from the Snakes or Crows. Gon. Crooks expedition will start on its campaign against the
red-skinsabout the 1st of June.

davs longer. The Attorney-general said that
if SecretaryFish’s answer to Lord Derby's note
had not been then received, the Government
would not raise any further objection to his
case. ...The Servian frontier is completely
lined by a cordon of Turkish troops. Free ingress or egrosa is impossible.;.. A Berlin dis’%‘\tch says everything points to a complete underataudinghiving been arrived
the rep' at
at by the'
resentatives of Germany, Austria and Russia,
in connection with the Turkish question. They
are dearly agreed upon a pacific policy. The
decisions arrived at nave been communicatedto
the English, French and Italian ambassadors.

Choleba

is raging fearfullyin Mandalay,

India. It is rumored that the plague has appeared In Muscat. The authorities at

Bombay

and other Indian posts have establiehelstringent quarantine for vessels coming from Mus-

FORTY-FOCRTU CONGRESS.

Tuesday, May 0.— Both houses met, but, withHollen, City Collector of
out tramaettng any liulneaa, adjourned over till
Chicago, has defaulted to the amount of about
Friday, the 12th. Nearly ail the members left Im$100,000,and fled to Europe. . .The trialsof
mediately, on a apecialtrain, for Philadelphia.
^e and Dame, accused of the Mauntain Fbiday, May 12.— Senate.—There being but
Meadi? I0188*0™- ^ Utah, have been post-

Geobm Von

.

poned

to

August, and the prisoners admitted to

few Senators present, an adjournment was voted

till

The

bruisers

Tom

and Joe Goes have

Allen

been matched to fight for $2,500 a side and the

Monday, without transacting any business.

Cox was

Houst. —

elected Speaker pro

tern,

during the continuedabsenceof Kerr. The House
went Into committeeof the whole on the Poetofflce

championshipof the world. The mill is to
Appropriation bill, the question being in regard to
come off on September 7, within 100 miles of abdUshlDgthe letter-carriersystem in cities of less
Cincinnati.
than 40,000 population.The proposition was de-

SOUTH
Two

stages, carrying United States mail

and

fourteen passengers,were recently robbed near
Seguin, Texas,

by

three

highwaymen.The

passengers were relieved of all their money,

but were allowed to

retain their watches

feated— 125 to 29.. ..Vance, Chairman of the Printing Committee,made a report on the subject of the
Government printing-office. The report states
that the committee found evidencesof
waste, extravagance,mismanagement and Inefficiency,and recommendsthe removal of Clapp
and the Inauguration of the contract system to take
the place of the present mode of doing business.

and The committee also recommend that Clapp be

GENERAL.
Tee Emperor of Brazil visited the Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Md., the other day. It
was the intention to have a splurge in honor of
the event, bat the Emperor reached the Acad«rny by Steamer Insteadof by railroad, is was
expected, thereby avoiding the propoeed in-

fliction New counterfeittens of the State
Bank of Terre Haute, Ind., and of the First
National bank of Louisville are in circulation. dlecusslon toe resolution wa7 referred to the*Co^
tolttee

WASHINGTON.

jestio.

/if,

unma-

;

on Buies.

t

=
----

s

;

V*

under indictmentin the Washington safe burglary case, has fled the

country, He

tobein Canada. The
England does not apply

ie

powerful m<r

is

thought

extradition treatywith
to

the offense of con-

__________ ___

die,’.’

It would be gratifying to know just
how
many centenarians
there
--------------- are in the
country. They keep turning up with
astonishing frequency.Their names
pop out in the newspaperslike corn out
-

jS^d

whis^

nnpters of St Louis. The President,having
been waited upon by the parties in interest
AttfOen. Pierrepon£

bnt

- ^

ment ; toe propriety of turning over toe duties In
newspaper, and a railroad company for
toe Internal Revenue bureau to toe Commissioner
negligence in causing him to mi/m a
of Customs, and for a list of the Governmentdefaulters since Msrch, 1855 ...... Morrison moved train. The railroadcompany furnished
roles and pass toe Senate bill to
an incorrect time-table,the newspaper
r*’ ^ nn e Sherman Fitch to receive,free
printed it, and the hotel
failed to

”,

man

ii

wake his guest up as directed. There

a^

I

man

.

special

a

repeait-

>

lx

.

.1 ?

t

I

U

”

^

.

armed with

stranger was

-A —
sms

another dispatch from Bayou
; “ There has been a regular
en8fl€emeDt at Laurel Hi!) between
white and colored men. Three whites
are reported killed. God only knows
where this will end. The country is
ablaze with excitement.All the whites
are armed and in the saddle. ”
Acting Gov. Antoine received the
following dispatch from Dr. Kaufman,
Sheriff of East Feliciana parish, dated
Bayou Sara to-day : “In reply to your
telegram I have to say that seventeen
colored men are killed and many wounded on the line of Mississippiand Louisiana. A large number of armed white
men are approaching this town. I cannot summon and secure a posse comitatns for the support of civil authority
and the suppression of riots and the
prevention of further bloodshed. Nothing but military authority will keep the
peace. Therefore,I respectfully request
that military aid be placed at my disStill

'a ’I
U1U 10 anmonze me issue of
coin to toe amount of $10,000,000,
in exchange seems to be at this point a revival of the!
for legal-tenders, was lost, less than two-thirds famous defense in the kettle case,
voting In toe affirmative.The vote was ; Yeas,
the defendant alleged that the kettle was
loo ; nays, 33.

silver

when

cracked when

when he

he borrowed

it,

whole

and

remaining arm, and was strugglingto
protect himself with a board. The

Sara says

Monday, May 15. -Senate.-Duriog the
A PBOPosmcN has been submitted to Con- morning hour a number of report#,of an unimgrese to have storm-flags carried by locomotives portant character, were made from various comof the ashes on an old-fashionedhearth.
of passengertrains, and announcedby tiiree mittees,and the Benate then went into secret sesThey appear here, and then there, and
whistles every few miles. It is assumed that sion, to deliberateon the questionof its jurisdicthen in a dozen places all at once. The
tion as to toe BelknapImpeachment.
thra warning would enable the fanners to save
county seems to be speckled all over
House.—
Billa
were
Introduced
by
Durand,
to
hay and man which otherwisewould be injured
by the rain to the amount of several millions of establisha new boundary Hue between the States with these excellent people who are holdMr. Kerrhasdecidedof Missouri and Kansas, south of toe Missouri ing over. It is really worth the while
8p?*k®re^ of to® House If he river ; by Jones, (Ky.), charteringa passenger to know how many old folks we have on
freight railroad from the Southeast AtlanOTthreewwCV6hl hed“ ^toin the next two and
hand this year, and there should be no
tic seaboard to Lake Michigan; by White, (Ky.),
to apportion Federal appointments
among toe sev- difficulty^in ascertaining.Let every
Rctubns of the redemptionof fractional eral Congressionaldistricts; by Willis, to proone who is a hundred years old or up- posal.”
currency show that $4,421,000 in silver had vide for the repeal of all taxes on bank capitaland
deposits.
Several resolutionswere adoptedcalling ward rise and stand till he is counted.
These dispatches have been laid bebeen paid out up to the 18th inst
for reports and corren>ondenceas to toe whisk v
fore Gen. Augur, commanding the deA
traveling
salesman
of
a
St.
Louis
Thebe is no doubt that Richard Harrington/ ring prosecutions and toe di«nHMal of John B
Henderson as
as
--- for
lur toe
uuvern_
counsel
Govern- establishmenthas sued a hotel-keeper, a partment, who has referred them to
.

The

the
night of a row between
Virginia contributessome interesting
------ ..nr
- *
historical portraitsto the CentenniaL .West Feliciana
!iana parish, near the MissisMr. William Wirt Henry sends a por1
«
On Friday night about thirty UTTrtl f SXM . sx* J ^ ^ —
waitfor him before deciding whether he
trait of his grandfather,Patrick Henry,
eto^r
at to the store
of a white man
and the Historical Society sends por- in that vicinity and called him to the would have heavy or light shoes put on
the horse. He said that he would sit by
traits of Pocahontas, Lafayette. Qbv.
door 'and riddled him with bullets. A
the window of the shop until his brother
Percy, who succeeded J6hn Smith, and
posse from Bayou Sara went out on Satothers. Efforts have been made to ob- urday for the body, but the negroes oame. This window commanded a view
of the river for some distance up and
tain from the State Library the portraits
would not give it up. A fight ensued,
of Governor and Lady Spotewood and and three negroes were killed ; two white down, and there he remained for some
time— an hour or two — and was spoken
the parole which Cornwallis gave at his
men are missing. The negroes are gathto by several parties, to whom he resurrender,but, as there is a question of
ered, and 1,100 are said to be under
plied in such a manner as to imply that
law in the matter, it is doubtful if it will
arms. The whites are going down from
succeed.
he did not care to converse, and*at no
the neighboring counties in Mississippi,
time did he uncover his face fully.
The French financiers have undertaken and a serious fight is expected.
’
About
9 o’clock,' Senator Twitchelland
a colossal task in agreeing to convert A special to the Republican from
his
brother-in-law,
G. A. King, rode
the funded and floatingdebt of Egypt Bayou Sara, La., May 15, reports:
down to the ferry and crossed. The
into seven per cent, stock, redeemable “Eight colored men have been shot
stranger mounted his horse and slowly
in sixty-three years. In the event of the dead and four hanged. About twenty
jogged
toward the point where the skiff
transaction being completed,the total were wounded. No whites were killed.
must
land,
and when the skiff had
debt is to be $450,000,000,requiring an Persons from the scene report sixty
annual interest of $31,000,000. The blacks killed, but this statement I con- reached the middle of the river he was
100 yards from the landing. The
Khedive has signed a decree establishing sider as exaggerated.Twenty colored
here dismounted, tied his
a Board of Control, and introducing the men are reported held as hostages.
horse
walked toward the
other reforms suggested by Mr. Cave, Thejr fate is uncertain,but the supposithe river bank in a careles manner. As
the British Commissioner. Besides this, tion is that they will be killed; also, that
money is cheap, and there are grave the number of negroes killed will never the skiff struck the bank, or landing,
he commenced firing upon the party
political and financial reasons for main- be ascertained, precautions being taken
with his rifle. The first shot missed, the
taining the Khedive’s credit.
to remove the dead secretly. The numsecond struck one of Twitchell’s arms.
Mb. Thomas Fletcher, of Irvine, Es- ber of regulators under arms is said to King had by this time drawn hia pistol
till county, Ky., had a grim sense of be 500, from East Baton Rouge and East and was firing in return, when the
humor, which, carried once too far, and West Feliciana and Wilkinson strangerjohangedhis fire and killed King,
brought him into serious trouble. He county, Miss. The colored people are who fell in the boat. The negro who
was attending a social gathering in front said to be arming in self-defense. On was rowing, had managed to get the skiff
of the corner grocery, and, seeing a Saturday and Sunday night a number of thirty or forty feet from the bank by this
young man whom he disliked, he said in colored men crossed to Point Coupee to time, and Twichell jumped overboard
his grimly humorous way; “Dance or escape those who are hunting them.”
and hung to the side of the skiff with his

at the same time cocking his revolver and taking aim. The young man
Satubdat, May 18. -Senate. — Not in see- danced until he was about to drop with
slon.
exhaustion.Then Mr. Fletcher smiled,
House.— The case of Fitzhugh, Doorkeeper of and said: “You may stop.” He unthe House, consumed most of the session.Glover cocked his pistol and put it in his pockoffered a resolution declaring “that it is et. The victim immediately plucked up
the sense of the House that 8. H. Fitzhugh Is not a
spirit, pulled out his own revolver and
proper person to hold the honorable and re- snot Mr. Fletcher dead.
turned over to the District court for indictment and
proaecntion,and that the office be abolished.

jewelry.

isr»
features.

in spectacles would look a little

to break Twichell s other arm, and he
drifted away from the boat, helpless and
drowning. At this time, Gen. Mudgett,
who was awaiting the return of the skiff
to cross, commenced firing at the strangger, but did not hit him, and he apparently paid no attention to

him.

Several

persons in town had run over to see
what was the matter, and had been ordered back. Finally the strangerwalked
toward his horse, reloaded his rifle,
mounted, and was about leaving when he
saw the negro boy pulling Twichell in
the boat under the directions of a lady
who stood on the bank. He rode to the
bank

and

again commenced firing, this

time with his revolver. One

shot hit

Twichell in the leg, and another struck
the negro in the hand. The lady begged
of the man to desist, but apparently he
paid no attention to her. The lady asked
the negro if Twichell was dead, and
upon his replying in the affirmative, the
stranger turned and rode out of town.
Washington.
He passed several parties who knew
nothing of the shooting,but their attenA New Political Organization.
tion was attracted to him for the reason
political campaign organization that he kept them covered with his sixcalled “The National Reform League,” shooter until he had passed them some
with headquarters in New York city, has distance. Meanwhile the negro had
been formed by gentlemen prominent in reached the bank from whence they had
law and literature, but not much known started. Twichell was shot three times,
in politics. Its inoeption dates from King three or four times, and the negro
early April, and it already numbers once.
about 100 members, distributed through
The Pall Mall Gazette says the foot,
thirty differentStates. The address of
pads of Smyrna have improved on the
the executive committee to the country
garrote system of robbery by introducis dated New York, May 3, 1876, but it
ing the lasso, in the use of which they
was finally approved at a meeting which
have already become very expert.
was held in that city a few days ago.
There were present Henry. Randall
THE MARKETS,
Waite, editor of the International Review, who has been specially active in
NEW YORK.
8
organizing the League ; Samuel C. An- Bexves ............................
Hoos— Dressed ....................7 00
derson, of New Jersey, Gen, Franz Sigel, Cotton ............................ 13
Kinahan Cornwallis, George Cary Eggle- FLoub— SuperfineWestern ........ 4 00
ston, and others. Resolutionswere Wheat— No. 2 CUlcigo ............ 1 19

A

returned it, and, finally, that
it never was in his possession; for, if the
POLITICAL.
Different Plans to Secure the Issue of $25,- hotel-keeperhad waked the man up afl
000,000 More of Coin.
The Republican State convention of Michidirected, while the time-table was wrong,
The
bill
introduced in Congress by what would it have profitedhim? And
gan met at Grand Rapids on the 10th inst, and
chose delegatesto the CincinnaUconvention. dr. Randall to provide for the issue of if the time-table had been right, what
silver coin is as follows :
good would it have done a man in the
?• BfMwin. Wm. A. Howard, D. L.
Section 1. In addition to the amount of sub- arms of the drowsy god? The St.
Tiles and J. A. Woodman are the delegatesat
large. No preferencewas expressed for a sidiary coins authorized by law to be issued in Louis drummer asks $5,000 damages for
(Sndi^-- •The Green backers of redemptionof fractionalcurrency it shall bo one day’s delay.
Wisconsin held a State convention at Madison lawful to manufacture at the severalmints and
tet week, and elected delegates to the Na- teue through Uie Treasury and its several
The facilities for transit by street and
tional convenUonto meet at Indianapolis. A
M1K?Tmt of **5,000.000. steam cars in Philadelphia during the
Sec. 2. That the silver bullion required for
Cohn .............................
65
d tills purpose shall be purchased from time to Exhibitionare said to be excellent. The
adopted designed to further the organ- Oats .............................. 40
time
at
market
rate by the Secretaryof the roads are represented as ready for any
The Republicansof West Virginia, in session
................................ 79
Treasury with any legattender note in the emergency, and in a condition to trans- ization of branch “national reform
Pobk— New Mess ..................
21 00
at Clarksburg last week, expressed a prefer- Treasury not otherwise appropriated,and the
leagues” throughout the country, and Laud— Steam..
.....
..... 12
port at least 25^000 per hoar. The
ence for Blaine fer President but left the resulting coin may be issued In the ordinary
an address of the executive committee
CHICAGO.
- delegatee uninstructed.
disbursements of the Tretauiy,or in exchange Chestnut and Walnut street company to the people of the United States. It BEiYEs-Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00 0 6 25
have sixteen miles of track, and will run
Choice Natives ........... 4 50 a 6 00
Am. Gen. Pterbepont, in conversation of bullion shall be matk under this act when 120 cars; the Fourth, Eighth, and is signed by Henry Randall Waite, J. G.
Cows and Heifers ........ 8 25 A 3 75
Good Second-class Steers. 4 25 A 4 60
with a friend, has expressed the opin- the market rate for the same shall be such as Girard avenue a like number, capable of Holland, Franz Sigel, George H. Putto Fair .......... 4 00 (4 i 26
ion that Gov. Hayee will be the Re- will not admit of its cotege and tene or e“ carrying 65,000 persons to the gates nam, R. Heber Newton, George Cary Hoos-LiveMedium
.......................6 90 A 7 15
change as herein provided without loss to the
Eggleston, and Kinahan Cornwallis,of Flour— Fancy IWhito Winter ...... 7 00 A 8 00
Treasury, and any gain or seignorage arising daily. The capacities of the other ones New York; James Freeman Clarke,
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 75
Wheat— No. 1 Spring.
.............«•....
be accounted for and will be equally great, not counting the
Henry T. Cheever, and HenryF. Bishop,
No. 2 Spring ..............1 06 A 1 07
paid into thw Treasury as provided under exist- wagon andlstage routes. However, the
No. 8 Spring ........ ..... ’ 96
97
of Massachusetts;M. S. Dudley, of
names proposed was that of Secretary Bristow. tog laws relative to the subsidiary oeinage.
figures are not, we regret to say, based
Cobh— No. ....................... 47
47li
Sec.
8.
That
the
trad^dollar
shalj
not
hereConnecticut
;
Samuel
C.
Anderson,
and
There were 118 votes cast for Bristow, and 12
Oats— No. .......................
90
801.
upon the philanthropic idea of giving
after
be
a
lagal-tender,
and
the
Secretary
of
the
R. W. Weeks, of New Jersey; John Sill, Bn— No. a ........................
btekbalis.Immediatelyafter the result was
64
«5
every passenger a seat A good deal of
....... 67
68
made known the wildest commotion ensued Treasury is hereby authorisedto limit the ooinof Pennsylvania ; James D. Browne, of Barley— No. a. ........
28
Every man Jumped to his feet and exclaimed •S® thereof to snob an amount as he may deem hanging on by the straps may be antici- Virginia ; R. Brinkerhoffand M. D. Butter— Fancy.... .............. 37
Kaos— Fresh. ....... ..............11
12
against the vote, at the same time protesting sufficient to meet the export demand for the pated.
Harter, of Ohio, and John W. Hoyt, of Pore— Mesa .......................
21 00 A21 25
same.
that he had no hand in the plot to aefeat ths
12k'A 12v
Wisconsin. The address declaresthat Labd ..............................
The bill infrodaoed in the House by
election of the Seeretaryof the Treasury. Tbs
The Prison Taint.
ST.
*
blackballingwas not the result of any political Mr. Welk, of Missouri, to provide for
“ the members of the National Reform Wheat-No. 3 Bed Winter ......... 1 39
Among the instances that have recent- League will stand pledged to the use of Corn— No. 3 ....................... 45
oppositionto Bristow, but was caused by per- issue of subsidiary silver com is as folOats— No. 3 ....... ...... ......... 38
sonal
ly come to light of barbarous hardships
lows:
all legitimate means for securing the Rye— No. a ............. .......... 60
FOREIGN.
imposed
British
law
upon
innocent
31 a5
Any ownei^ of silver bullion may deposit the
nominationand election to the Chief Pore— Mesa .......................
. llwji
Ships of war have been sent to the scene of same at any coinage mint or the aesay-offloe at parties is the case of a girl in Glouces- Magistracy of the nation, and to all Labd .............................
Hoos.... ..........................
6 50
reolive payment therefor in tershire, aged bnt sixteen, who by some minor offices, national, State and local,
’the recent religious riot in European Turkey
............................
. 00
subsidiary silver coin at the rate of price per local Dogberry was committedto jail on
MILWAUKEE.
of men who shall worthily representthe
bySB the great powers, and there is an evident standardounce to be flxedand announcedfrom
^Fhbay— *No. I.
, j
a charge of anon, the only proof against
- disposition that the affair shall not be belittled time to time by the Director of the Mint, with
peo^teand the institutions of the UnitNo. a....,.,,,........... i 08
her
being
that
she
had
given
the
alarm
Cobn— No. ................ ...... 47
through any lack of attention. The offer of the approval of the Secretaryof the Treasory ;
of fire in time to save the burning buildOats— No. a .................
...... sa
reparation made to Germany has been acceptRyi
..............................69
lisses by Telegraph.
• ed, with the condition that it shall be immeing ; and that, without hesitation,she
Babley— No. 3 ...................84
diatelv fulfilled — Ninety members of the
told of having carelessly dropped a match
The New Orleans Picayune, which is
CINCINNATI.
British House of Commons have signed a methat might have caused the flames. In always picking up good news between W®**1 ............................
1 10
morial asking for the releaee of the Fenian nieut, providedthat the total amount of silver
Com
............................. 53
jail she was locked up in solitary con- fame in the troubles of its city, says that
convicts.... A Park dispatch to the London
lt^fli^ltln^®rthis act ahiji not exceed the
{£”••••• ...... ......... ..... .%•< 86
finement in a damp, filthy cell, awaiting the telegraph art has reached such per- RYE..... .......... ....... ....... . 70
Times says reports of tfie outrage at Salonioa sum of $25,000,000.
POBE-Mess
..............
21 00
represent that the French and Gehnan Consuls
trial, and as their lordships, the justices, fection that long courtships have been
Labd ...................
23
were dragged from the street into the moeque,
A Chinaman now in jail tit SUver City, concluded to take a vacation, was held
maintained between persons jmndreds of
TOLEDO. .....
nnd there sabered. The Governor arrived at
i 40
several ineffectual at- there six months on the meanest prison miles apart, and some love-sick tele- Whbat— Extra
the moeque after the murders had been com^1** ......... ^‘v.^iafl
tempts to commit suicide. He hanged fare, until they were pleased to give her graphist has even invented a telegraphic Cobn .......................
pleted.
61
himself twice, tried the starvation sys- a trial, when, of course, she was straightOats— No. ...........
34
The Prince of Wales has arrived home from
sign for love’s first sweet kiss.
tem three or four times, and then severe- way acquitted. Then the poor child
, „ , east liberty, pa.
ibis long voyage to India.... A London paper
Hogs— Yorkera ...... .............7 00
ly Jacerated his jugular vein. Now, in a was turned loose with the prison taint
Since 1858, when the British divorce
Philadcluhlas.
7 so
says dispatches from the English Minister at
fit of discouragement,he has determined upon her, to be refused employment beOATTLE-Best...._../.:...
J %
act
went
into
operation,
the
number
of
Constantinople intimate the probability of an to live.
c _
Medium ................. 4 90
cause she was a jail-bird, and, unless petitions has averaged 388 a year.
Sheep ....................
4
“>•
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The Boston Fiend.
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MNEMONIC METHOD OF
has lost
against a friendly fence rail for support. his beautiful chestnut mare. She died suddenAs soon as breath returned,Unde Will- ly in hameae, ft to supposed from beta or pin
Giving a speed ef from 80 to 150 words per minute.
iam thus addressed himself to a maill worms. If the Doctor had used Sheridan's Now ft use by the principalschools and ooQefe#. Any
Cavalry Condition Powders, he would, no one oftmittmy isteWgeaoe can become proficient In this
colored servant who had been quietly doubt, have had his mare to-day -they are
enjoying the sport from his outlook in death on worms.
Ing, corner ClantandWashingtonStreets, Chicago. 111.
the shade: ‘I have served in the Assemj
Nnlis’
H.
H.
H.
Fork
and
patent
method
for
bly of the natipn as the peer of softie of
mowing and stackinghay or straw will save the
the greatest men the country ever profarmer its cost every season. Pamphlet free.
i TteSM Ati|«r raisedfrom the bottom of
duced, and none of them in debate ever Address A J. Nellis & Co., Pittsburgh,Pa.
the well without liltingthe shaft. Bores a 17
inch hole fcom 50 to 100 feet in one day. Can
worried me so much as that double;n*
Md Quicksand
The attention of all lovers of tho horse
blanked little pennyroyal bull.* ”
brute, and panting for breath, leaned up

The TIttm says Dr. Walpole

SHORT HAND,

'VBmum

The horrible murder of the little girl
Mabel Young, in the belfry of the Warren Avenue Baptist church, in Boston,
. 1000 SOLD LAST SEASON
a few months since, is still fresh in the
WITHOUT ONI FAILUR1 OB BUBCTION
minds of our readers. This child of five
years old was enticed into the belfry, a
few minutes after the close of the Sabbath school, and beaten to death, as was
supposed, with a bludgeon in the hands
of the sexton, Thomas W. Piper. The
latter was seen in company with the
handled with ease. Complete Rig $100. Teris called to the advertisement of E. C. Stone,
ritory selling rapidly. Send for Circular.
child a short time previous, and was arin
another
column.
O. RUST, Patentee,Macon, Ma
Harper and Brothers.
rested for the deed and tried, the result
In
an
article
on
Fletcher
Harper,
the
being a disagreement of the jury. A
Yegetine will cure the worst cases of
Tula, for which up modicinoban attained
second trial resulted in his conviction. New York World says : “ Upon the
Shortly after the latter occurrence he dejrth of Wpsley Harper, in 1670, a new
stated that he saw the child go into the orgamratiou of the firm was Jnevilab^ft.
$40. $50. $75. $100.
AIL, partffeolArIrinralltfi'.'aprin*
it a tryin* muod.
belfry, and followed to warn her that the Each of me brothers had one son or
CHEAP A DURABLE.
trap-doofwas dangerous; that just be- more, now grown to man’s estate, who Indication* of deknea* ahould at once be attended to
sni pp1f^uiu!a U Y ' rff lr 8 K.
Bfl>dr«Oukl«!M.Add t«M
litaufMtuim
fore he reached her he heard a scream had been trained in the business — each Fatal dlaeasea may be canted by allowlnf the bowel* to
and the noise of the trap falling. He ran one specially in some particulardepart- become constipated, and the ayatem to remdn In a dis.
forward and found that the heavy door ment of it, but each with a general orderedcondition, until the disorderhas time to derelop
had fallen on her head and crushed it. knowledge of the whole. Each of these itself. An ounce of prerentionis worth a pound of cure,
Fearing that he would be aooused of had naturally become the special assist- is an old and truthfulaayinr Therefore,we adrite all
murdering her, he shut the doors and ant of the father. Thepe wefe aU ad- who arw troubledwith the complaint*now rery proralent
mitted as membess of the finh, soon no -hsadache.indifestlon,disordered lirer.wantof apperan away.
Publisher,140 KINZIB
Although this story looked quite im- longer to be Harper & Brothers, though tite, nausea, or fereriahakin-to Use, without delay,
probable,the more so as the fracture in still retaining the old designation. The Schenck’a Mandrake Pills. W# enow of no remedy so
•.Wll/Ood p.rf«l7S
“bSi"
the child’s skull seemed made with a present members are Fletcher Harper harmlessand deoldre In Its action. It at once strikes at
sol
blunt instrument instead of the sharp and his son, Fletcher, Jr., born in 1829 ; the root of the disease and prodaces a healthytons to
son of James, bom in
corner of the trap, it seemed still more Philip
the system. People never need softer from any disease
improbable that this man would delibe- 1824 ; John Wesley, bora in 1830, and arising frotn a disorderedeondltionof the Urerif they
rately murder a little child like this with- Joseph Abner, born id 1888, sons of
would take this excellent medicine when they feel the
out any motive for such a deed; and no John; and Joseph Wesley, bom in
lint indications of the malady. Families leavinghome
possible object for its commission by 1830, son of Wesley. There are also
for the summer months ahonld take three or fourbosea
first 100 tram Stour independence.
grandsons
of
the
original
members
who
him could be imagined. Efforts were
Tho Kloiy of AmerieaIs her great men. Everybody
of these pills with them. They hare an almostInstantahave
important
places
in
the
establishbeing made by his counsel for a new
neouselfect
They
will relieve the patient of headache
trial, with fair prospects of success, ment.
troubledby adverse wind*, rain or atonal.
iuepeMof the year. Bond for circular.P. W.
when, on Sunday, the miserable wretch ru.“ Of the wealth of th& firm no one but la one or two hoars, sod wfil rapidly cleanse the liverof groa^
FARMERS and GRAIN RAISERS who am dmM
ZIEGLER k CO., Ml South Clark St, Chicago,DL
the largo eavlng mado by It will not etnploy lnteastounded the lawyer by a full confes- themselves can speak with any certainty surrounding bile,and will effectually prevent a billows
..or and wasteful machine*, but will fail* on this
sion of the horrible crime. He assigns of being even approximately correct,
Improved Threchor doing tholr wort
• -J
1
""
no motive save pure fiendishness, such There is no reason to suppose
FOtJB SIZES made for 6, 8, 10 and 13 Horn
Power*. Alao, a epecialty of Sepakatoii. designed
as actuated the boy murderer Pomeroy,
and made expeemlt roa emit powia.
who still lingers in prison, awaiting the
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, ft*.: oar fmr
Fln*
HIKED
CARDS,
with n»me,
signing of his death warrant by the Gov10 cents, postpaid. L. Jones AOo.,Nasaau.N.Y.
that
of
several
magnates
of
the
o
ernor. Piper not only confesses to the
IF INTERESTED in Threshingor Grain Ralafng,
ostp&ld. from June 1st till after election, for aOcte.r
murder of the little girl, but also to the mercial and financial world. But
$5 to $20 ?£'
apply to our nearertDealer,or write tone tor IHurtrS.
murder of a domestic named Bridget the accumulation of fifty years
Profitable, Pleasant work; bnedreds now *•
Address THE SUN, New York City. j^urcoUr (sent free)^ giving full particular*of Bliea,
Landergan, who was clubbed to death in marked and uninterrupted success.
•
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Dorchester about three years, ago. He
also admits that it was he who made a
deadly assault on one Mary Tyner, in
Oxford street, Boston, about two years
ago, which came very near resultingin
the death of the girl. No motive is assigned for these crimes more than that
already given in the case *)f the child.
It almost surpasses belief that there exists on earth a Vfretch so utterly devoid
of all human feeling as to deliberately
commit such horrible deeds from a simple love of murder. Wo do not think
that outside of Boston such cases have
that
ask
---- ------ ------— — j the
Devil has taken up his permanent abode
there. Piper is condemned to suffer
death on the 26th insti, and the people
will breathe freer when this human monstrosity shall be out of the world.— /nter-Ocean.
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Probably there hui not been fat ha
oentury a single year, except
of their great fire, when they wer<
considerably richer at the close
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they had been at the commencement.
The establishment in Franklin square, O VERY desirable NEW ARTICLES for Agenta
\) Manfso’r’dby G. J. Capewell k Go., Cheshire. Conn.
including buildings, machinery,

probably considerably more. The
nual profits of the three periodicalfl
the last ten years can hardly be
than $400,000,and this by no means
main source of income, for everv on
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SALESMEN on Fair Salary to
At our request Oragin & Co., of Phila- WWFWIW I Eil#e Introduce our goods In every tocuKSSiiffii
the carpet moth, the hair moth, the grain
County In the U. 8. We Mean Business. Address
delphia, Pa., have promised to send any Cin’ti Novelty Manup’q Oo., Box 1844, ClnclnnaU,0.
moth, and the pack moth. As soon as
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
the egg laid by the mother moth is
cents to pay postage) a sample of Dobhatched,straightwaythe tiny worm probins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
nials.Describecase. Db™H Ma™bh. qS^MiX.
ceeding from it begins to feed upon the
fabric to which it is fastened, and spins
Incorporated In 184T. Purely Mutual.
4 A *° SBO a Week and Expenses, or 9100
A person who has seen trouble ought
itself a cocoon, by which it moves freely
ti!)4:U forfeited.All tho new and standard Novoltleo,
Annual Cash Dividendsavailable to rednoe Premiums
to know exactly how it looks.
Chromos, etc. Valuable Samplesfree with Circulars.
he
second year. Policies non forfeitable for their value.
and unseen, and from which it emerges
R. L. FLETCHER, ill Chambers Street, New York.
EndowmentPolioies issued at life Ratec.
in due time a butterfly. In Mayor
Xantlppe.
SAMUEL E.
June these winged insects deposit their
It seems that the memory of this woman,
JA8. WEIR MaWJYo"^8' “ V'~Pr-d“l
eggs, Before this time everything they like that of her renownedhusband, is likely to
eggs.
HENRY AU8TIE, Secretary.
?TviokVYulFcS.,^
can harm should be
•e placed
Agents wanted in all the Western States on liberal
•laced beyo
t>eyona their be kept alive to the end of time. She is said
reach. Before .puitting away ffur and to have possesseda very irritable temper, and
her name has become a synonym of “vixen,"
woolen goods they should be tho•roughly or “soold." It is more than possible,how- h 1 r
1 1 III interfere with buslnesa or pleasure.
Cure guaranteed. Address
beaten to dislodge any eggs that may over. that the Judgment passed upon her by \! 1! 1 1 ]J
DR J. B. WILFORD/Foledo, 0.
mankind
has
been
too
severe.
A
more
chanhave been deposited on them, and exposed to the sun and air for hours. It table disposition would undoubtedly have dis- IlyriND READING, P8YCH0MANCY,FASCINATION.
covered in her many good qualities, and have JJX Soul Charming, Mesmerism and Lovers’Guide,
is said that brushing over their retreats
attributedher failingsmore to physical in- showing how either sex may fascinate and gain the love
with turpentinewill dislodge them, that firmitiesthan to moral obliquity. The party
The Enemy of Disease.theFoe of
camphor, black pepper, tobacco, shav- most intimately acquaintedwith her, and
Pain to Man and Beast,
ings of Russia learner, will disgust therefore best able to form a correct opinion,
gives her credit for many domestic virtues. It
I« the Grand Old
them, that camphor wood and cedar
_ now well known that many of the
_____
is
the diseases
trunks are free from their visitations, to which women are subject, have a direct tenand that corrosive sublimate washings, dency to render thorn irritable,peevish, cross, TPT'TTTVri? Best Dreeslng for Ladlee’Shoee.
sulphur fumigations,and the action of morose, unreasonable,so that they chafe and iAAJ X X 111 Xli Satisfaction Guaranteed.
it TlerchanU, send for Circular.
heat and steam will destroy them. Pre- fret over all those little ills and annoyances ORVEL HOLDEN k CO., 187 E. Klnxle 8t, Chlc^o.
that a person in health would bear with comvention is the best cure. If furs and
posure. It is fair to infer that most of the
woolens are carefully sealed up in paper tantrums of Xafitippe were due to these causes
WHICH HAS STOOD
_______ TEST OP 40
cases; or put away in chests and trunks alone; and could Socrates, as he returned
TEAKS.
TIIEKESIB
IS NO SOKE
BO
IT WI
. LL
i
NOT HEAL, NO LAMENEBN
LAMKNE IT WILL
WI
which the moth-fly cannot penetrate, from the Senate, the Gymnasium,or the Athecholoeet In the world— Importer*’
they are safe. Fabrics already attacked neum, have stopped at Pestle A Mortar'sDrug fPljY A C —The
______ ___________ BODY, OB
prices—Largest Company In America—
Store and carried home a bottle of Dr. Piercee
IE BODY OF A HORSE OR OTHER
by them should be beaten and sunned Favorite Prescription, now and then, no doubt staple article— ploaaeseverybody—Trade continually In.
ME8TIC ANIMAL, THAT DOES NOT
creating—Agents wanted everywhere-bestluducemente
repeatedly, and the ravages will be he might have evaded many a “curtain lec- -don’t waste time- end for circular to ROB’T WELLS,
KLDTO ITS MAGIC TOUCH. A bottle
tliw 25c., 841c. or tl .00, has often saved
checked. This little insect loves dark- ture, ,rallayod many a “domestic broil," made 43 VesegBk.N.Y P. 0. Box 1)487.
111% of a human being, and restored to
it
much
pleasanter
for
the
children,
and
more
ness, and hides its evil doings from the
TfOUR own Likeness In oil oolort,to show our work,
’
A
painted
on
canvas,
614x7)4,
from
a
photograph
or
tin
enjoyablefor himself, and rescued his wife’s
light of day. To keep it from plush
name from the unenviable, world-wide,and type, free with the Home Jotimal,$2.50 a year. Sample
furniture, twice a year, on a bright, eternal notoriety it has attained. Thousands of onr work and paper, terms to agents, Ac., 10 cents.
L. T. LUTHER, MOl Village, Erie county,Pa.
sunny day, take the furniture out of of women bless the day on which Dr. Pierce’s
doors, remove the bottoms from the Favorite Prescription was first made known to
chairs if they can be removed, and give them. A single bottle often gives delicate and
suffering women more relief than months of
the cushions a good switchingwith long,
treatment from their family physician. In all

THE PENN MUTUAL

opium
*77

S’

«ll

w*J
1

Auger

nflMturcrs, Merchants, and olhenltIs
BEST ever Invented. 18.000 In use.

traveling expenses paid
No peddlere wafted.

SALESMEN.

MONITOR MANUF’G

$250

two

Accommodationsfiret-class.Prices mod-

hundred guests, supplies

|

OKA MONTH

Well

festers

ThJOVEIsTY

TA ARCIITfi
1

rolotiKcUliy' u*ln(f H,

Great

report:

Chicago,111.

day. Bent

CO., Marshall. Mloh.

uuuvulFhyaioiana
— --School
Phyaldana report:"It*imr/u«i,rt«Mrym«<ftoi»#
for tklldrtnnuH /rmnln." “The only Liquid K i tract of Boef
with Tonlca and Catharticswe will preaertbe.” Prise Cl pet
totue. IICH ARDSON A TO LLIDQE, CINCINNATI,0.

rtrmonib. Agents Wonted. BnaloenbosovsWe, lucrstlve,permanent. Partlcnlarafrss.

•paper. Only $1.50 »year. Three $W
chromos free. Munton k Bponblm, Pub*., Phil*.,Pa.

yottu

life i

Liver, Disoacr, *11111*7

Buslnesa first-class. Aaendvanltdevery8. PAGE, Toledo,0.
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me

Can auiutuiy
Actually be
ue Made
indue wira
with the

____
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EATH

com-

i^QAA PER MONTH GUARANTEED.

----

Co,,

$25 TO $51 PER DAT

»dMw&Btth.Mfl * Wri0a
Ulht presaretea

where. Address, with stamp, T.

not a few of them a very large,
year by year. Making allowance
liberal,though by no means lavisl
sonal and household expenditur

a Pat dlffortsf
ttosi all ethers,1*
loop-shape, with gslf Adjoitlof Ball
'Id center, adept* Itself is all poetftlooief the body, while tho ball In
I the cap presses back the In-

eeoarelyds/anlTSghfc sad a ralloahjare
radicalcure eertaie]0
certain. It U
Is easy
easy,
darabls end cheap. Beat by mall. Olrealanfree.
OlroB Ian free.

25

no room

&

BATTLE GREEK, MICH.

pa*

8
This little insect, so destructivein our
households,is known to naturalistsby
the name of tinea, and belongs to the
family of the lepidoptera, or scalywinged insects, of whicn it is the smallest, the most beautiful, and the most destructive. It is second cousin to the
canker worm, the appleworm, and the
turpentine moth, but among its aristocratic and honorable relations is the silk

hundreds more wanted.M.

xichols, Shepard

•

The Moth.
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WE MEAN

IT!

And arc prepared to demonstrate the

fiaet.

OUR AUGERS ww operated entirelybv
and will bore at the rate of 80
FEET PER HOUR. They bore from
HORSE-POWER,

3 TO 6 FEET IN DIAMETER,

‘

EPTH REQUIRED. They
1
DEPTH
will

' ANY
And

bore la

of Earth, Soft Sai
flltumlnons §to
Slate and Hardpi
And we

MAKE THE BE9TOF WELLS

in

QUICK-

GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS Wanted in

every

and County in tho United States. Send for oar
Illustrated Catalogue, terms, prices,fto., previaf
our advertisements bona /Ule. Address
State

GREAT WESTERN WELL AGGER
BLOOMFIELD, 0AVI8
IVState

in

what paper yon saw

MUSTANG IT
LINIMENT,

CO.,
this

CtF,.

IOWA

advertisement.

PAYS

THE

.

1

,

.

\

Any smart roan who wishes to make *2 000 a tmt no,

Mall capital, to commence In onr Tine of hnalnM
Rooflna is a Specialty. There is no one In roi
obuftty who carries on the business. You can learn
In one

week by studyingonr Instructions, which we sen

i

)

‘

ann

pliable switches,

till

the dust is

removed.

Then brush them thoroughly. While
the cushions are being sunned, give the
frames a coat of varnish. Let the furniture remain in the sun nearly all day.

Uncle William Worried.
Somebody has been telling a story
about the way Uncle William Allen was
outdone by “ a little pennyroyal bull.”
Uncle William, on his morning walk,
found the calf in his early corn, and he
started in after the intruder. He
“ shewed ” at it, but the calf was unmoved. Then he said something sky
blue, but the calf was as calm as Uncle
William Allen was the morning after the
last election. Then, says the story “he
made a dash for the brute, who, seeing
that this attack really meant business,
started off on a run, with a snort of defiance. Close upon his heels came Uncle William, now thoroughly waked up
For a time it was a lively race, but in
the end the calf won, and exhausted and
disgusted,the human gave up to the

those derangementscausing backache, dragging-down sensations,nervous and general
dflbility, it is a sovereign remedy. Its sooth-

young. atei&afc-ajfaSS

YOUNG

oLATE BOOFIHG

MENSS!^

ing and healingproperties render it of the utsupplyall operatorshired by MetroimllUn and American
most value to ladies suffering from internal District Telegraph Goa. , Chicago. Circulars mailed free.
N. W. TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE, Janesville,Wla.
fever, congestion,inflammation,or ulceration,
aud its strengthening effects tend to correct
displacementsof internalparts, the result of
weakness of naturalsupports.It is sold by
all druggists.v

face, pimples, ringworm, saltrheum, and other cutaneousaffections cured, and rough skin made soft aid
smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Be careful to get only that made by Caswell Hazard
A Co., New York, as there are many imitations
made with common tar, all of which are worth-

_
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<

~r,
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‘

blte^M“whichfanJ

are very common -with
those who have their hands much in water. A
few drops of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
rubbed over the hands two or three times a
day will keep them soft and white. Fishermen, sailors, and others wifi do well to re-

*

thk^

_

v

hour ;

hotel in

"

0.

Tl7«

----

an sxperlsnce.l

•T

ESTABLISHED III

1 dhes attack different parte of the system,the
s^ believed to bee poisonous gold in the blood.

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

im

m.'-**- pnr.

appointments in the West The table supplied at all
times with the best the market afforos.

*
apt now on the
their addressat

stampT'^ddnifc

BOUNTY:
Twelve Points OFFICE

m

A book
**’’

8EIfT

.Dr, ButirfiiipennryNo. UN.

8th

m

receipt

it, 8t. Louis,

Ma

servedtor any period, however
r not, and all widows of sucto
Pension rolls, are requestedto
onoe.

*

OP THE

—

of

_

...

_____

war

have them examined. Basineubefore the
Solicited.Officers*
Officers’ reton
returns I
settled,and all just claimsprosecuted.
As I make no charge unluss saocess
to inclose two
GEORGE E.

0.

L ADVll
1

1805.

sror^g"or.«,%
The
and

for their heirs.
law Includesdwsrtere
thorn
dishonorablydischarged. If wounded. Injured, or have
once. Thousands en-

OOKforthe

all its

A

1

—

01 egg fo be reapomOble
and relln\ bie,»adthliiK he olTe r« Agent* ext rnord Inlad u cc ments.*'—.V. )'. It
Hum. Anril 19, 1616.

pensions

•

Southern Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.

The most complete

Wsnnf’r,

100 cwtrairaatM*. Iltuatnltd

THIS CLAIM-HOUSE

CENTENNIAL YEAR*

CBA8. M. EVANS,

152 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati,
Fourth and Market Sts.,Louisville, Ky,

Chapped hands

member

:

Y.

!1Hm$3.0S
WORM, CBUM,

PRICES REDUCED. Best Qnsllty °

11
If
‘

If.

I

f^^gAETIFlCIAL LIMBS satisfactoryor no sale. I
VF^v
CHRAPK8T WTHEPAduitef

-

CO., Limited, T Cedar St,

REVOLVERS

Chapped hands,

less.

(MUUE

u. u.

•
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Tuesday, May

“SStfemeDt

if »illb.??u.nnd?r.Tn®

Ooaxnon OwnolL

'

THE CHICAGO A NORTH-WESTERNR.

FIFIELD & WESTVEER.

R.

Official . ]
the

0reit
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1876.

18,

.odM’Z

The CommoD Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the
Mayor.

THE CHEAP CASH STORE.

C*,,,0ra“

Omaha and OauvobniaLink

Present r Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Kanters, Matron, Cropley, Breyman, Sipp,
Schmid and the
F

Clerk.

Chicago, Madison sod 8r. Paci Lnci

Minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved.

We

Northern Wisconsin and Min-

keop on hand

oiler for sale and will constantly

a choice stock

of

(Aid. Mlnderhout appeared and took his
seat.)

Winona and

Lnr*

FLOUR, FEED, CORF, OATS, PORK, SALT

««»

5

Gbnkn Bat and Mab^cnttnLnr*

streets.

nVi^0,l,Zi!,weIor»J*?efV,ne’
Watertown, Fond
^PP,0^n’ Gre«n BjV, Escanaba.

Of Isaac Oappon and 20 others that the
liquor dealer snail pay a license of Five
Hundred dollars.—Referred to Com. on
Ways and Means with instruction to re.
port at the next meeting.

A

of Fancy and Staple

full line

Frkkpoht and Dcbcqui Lin*
FrMP0rt'

Of W. K. Flietstrawand 14 others to
cause the sidewalks to be replaced on
River street from First street to Fifth
street.— Referred to Com. on Street,Roads
and Bridges.
"Sjynon
Of Columbia Fire Engine Co. No. 2
presented their Constitution and By-Laws!
—Referred to Committee on Fire Depart-

Also, all kinds of

POIAMAN PALACI CARS
sli

throngh trains

of

this road.

TOBACCO, CIGABS, FIFES, &c.

a

ACCOUNTS.

Prm

natMnnffi»I0S!e£)rf
Wl£on»’T**hest«r, Owaton8i: Ilet*r>New Ulm, and all points

Of A. M. Kanters of noi-acceptanceto
the office of Special Assessor,be being a
property holder on both River and Eighth

ment.

&t.

«d8c

PETmOOT.

°J ihf tr*ln* from the East or

K^™"cS!oT,t,,^hWc,t”ra

The following bills were presented for

mu Ccl^cif

payment:

Omaha and

California. Two

John Roost, for stone ..... ............... 427 00

We

Wm. Van Fatten .....................2 vi
Klaaa Van Haaften ......................
35 95
Partington A Co., rope ...................... 4 25
Jacob omit ................................. j gg
M. Ljzen.. ............................12 on
Wm. Doming ................
9 95
A, Van Vnuren ................
219

“

REPORTS OP CITY OFFICERS.

PHCENIX HOTEL
-MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

reported the Oaths of Office
For Late Genera,Four Trains daily.
Dr. B. Ledeboer, as health officer.
K/,mha' Janesville,and
The City Clerk reported the bonds of H. n\hZS’!^rd'Ster:i^'
other points, yon can have from two to ten trains
Meengs as Treasurer;Joos Verplanke as
New York Office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of-

1^1-

°%,ha

0fflc«' 253

Farnham

.^KlnSS1’

HUBBERS, ETC.

gfl&i-Ss-SK;

draw

Itoohcd, That the City Attorney

an Ordinanceamending existingOrdinance so as to prevent tbe running at large
of cattle by night in summertime from Wick
t the c,ty
ofofNew
Brans
wick, and
and StAfi*
btat« nf
of TC0’
New Jersey,
party
the second
the 1st day of April until the 1st of December from nine o'clock p. m. till 5
o’clock a. in., and from the 1st of Decernber until the 1st of April all day and night, ®l?f
in Liber *;Z” of mortgages, on pifc
to prevent the destructionof trees and

O.M
S

shrubs which have and will be planted

&b^

thp“ malty having been commenced to recover

By Aid. Kanters,

v.om o umcc until june isi, 1870, for furnishing lumber to the city ' during tbe
fiscal year 1870.—
B

Grind^ dT 0,«!,hi

Carried.

therefore

iiWcaf The Council go

F.

L

Sd
ho

d

Yeas

We

C eCl cuncur*ul9 theirin.— All

,or

18.00;

-

ff.

.

Advertiser's Stereopticon

PILL?, Each

atyl.

being the bent of Itg claas In the market

man

BY

-

WALSH,

Druggist.

John

A. Roost, City Clerk.

-

-

.

Planing

Madame

we have pu
chased entire new Machinery,

In re-building our new shop

25, 1875. 2-tf

cheap for cash or
enormous quantities,

Of

Meat Market,

And wo

Most Approved Patterns;

the

are confident we can satisfy ail

socialism: “It will beat

down the

and raise the red flag.

It will

nies out of the

throw
set

tricolor

make

veadome column.

Jacob Knite.
Since the dissolution of onr co-partnership. I

150
We

MELIS

WE NAVE

a!,r “I

oId friendp,tocome and call

BARRELS

of

QIC.

SALT,

deal also extensivelyin Flour and Country
P. & A. STEKETEE.

I will

Produce.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

28, 1875.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

am

MICHIGAN

JACOB KUITE.

Holland,Feb. 14, 1874.

up that of Marat. It

will

destroy the

Institute,llm PolytechnicSchool, and

Legion of

Honor. It

gust device

of

will add

to

‘or

notite. •

death.’ It

hilate credit, which is the fortune

and work, which

wiM

It

Heald

5

Fairbanks

FURHITUItE

It

of

opposite the City Hotel, wh#re the Farmers
of thla section of the conntry are respectfullyinvited to examine all thc
Improved machinery lately Introducedin Agriculture.

and property.

win carry about heads upon pikes. It
empty them by massacre. It will set

Europe and reduce civilization
ashes. It will make France a land
Are to

darkness.

to
of

It will cut the throat of liberty.

Russell’s combined

er- Triumph Reaper. Gale’s

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Flow, of Kalamazoo. Buckeye Grain Drills. Cultivators, Et., Etc.

lal^’n

Holland, April 20

1870.

io-3m

LOST,

BOnESTOREI

fciirv

ftamlnnl

__

a

___

Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy i
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual exi
vagance, Ac.
Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cor

^»,n«a,r„rt.b^Prd

.A.T

south: bend,

I3STD

i'18

conaitU

i

may cure himself cheaply, privately, and rn

colly.'

SmiutM

•Oh^otum)

J.

I will mII
che.p, and give . written

M, Reidsema & Son.

for

FOR

SALE!

«IL0iaD,d- The bnUdlnga are all new, Itiside,
’r“ *!e loca,lon for “7 *ind of bulsincss. Tenns

w.naet,

one year. Wagona of m,
own manufactur* I will
sell

for

erSTM^ a rLt
drSss11

a

b“nd'

nn
envelope,to any £
°n reco,ptof l,x cont8 or tv

Address the Publishers,

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

-

F.

Brngman & Son.

41 Ann St., K«v York; 'Post Office Box. 4586.

An Work

HOUSE, STORE and LOT.

aml^oTup'ily Ul'lc*"nea

BOW

Co.

Sv’

46

Just published,a now edition
Dr. Oulvenrsll'i
Celebrated Essay
the radicalcure (without medlcii
of Sperraatorrceaor Seminal Wei

lar

Warranted.

aHddni8pa1tchIaCk8rnIth,ng

world’s /air was in Eden, one Eve.

W. YERBEEK &

The celebrated author, In this admirable Ess
dearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ uccc
fu pracUce, that the alarming consequences

Reaper

It will strangleart. It win decapitate
thought. It will deny God, &c.”

The

etc

’

and Mower. Adams & French
Harvester. Empire State Mow*

—

MOD:

be,

all,

will fill the prispns with the suspected, and
will

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

the

anni-

is the bread of every one.

abolish the family

/

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Also sole Aeent for the

the au-

poor. It will

_

Top or Open Buggies,

will become bankrupt. It will ruin the rich
without enrichingthe

Leman,

MANUFACTURER OF

Para Implements.

tile

‘Liberty,Equality, and

Fraternity,’tbe sinister option

J. fl

wjH

down thestutuoofNapoleon and

-

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on ehor

46 2-s

H.

KrE"W

HEADQUARTERS
-

FI

•SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

one in this City.

--

STEAM

Hrsr KILIsT

than any

sell cheaper

A

ID
AND THE DP TING OF LUMP
WE SHALL MAKE A

pen-

It

vvT

want

Planing, Matching,

inar.Thheer,:"LSeh^,;,,ib;ra

FOR

Louis Blanc, said of

MiH

Holland, Mich.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

Also Live Geese Feathers.

\ ictor Hugo, in his funeral oration at
the grave of

for refer

FHCEJUix

Council adjourned.

--

ad^ent

°Ut this

—

W,th

aaka money with a Eagi:

Any Interpriiiag

sell

Shawls,
Yarns and
Uottonades

dntil further notice.

HOLLAND, -

UniversityStereopticon
Artopticon,

FavorahlvWi that,the ‘“^enUare removel
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.

Blankets,

HAVERKATE
&

Micro-Scientific
Lantern,

Sheetings,

FOR SALE BY

VAN LANDEGEND

Lanterns,

ic

Being Manufacturersof the

Wholesale and Retail

carry the heaviest stock of goods In the City;

IRON CORN SHELLERS
G. J.

EMOBAOT

AND

— SOLID AT

In

m

StereopticonsandMag

ori,?,natingfrom

Buy in large quantities,and

-

are the D^qaarJyear8 for «very thing

rorX^LJ-SXra8'^'

Etc., Etc.

entitled an ordinance reli-

tl,1Je

miim

Boots a]Shoes,

AND

°! certain “fleers was
and Dass u maj°rity of all

-

Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

BURRAL’S

finance

,

Clothing,

as provided for In such mortgage,In cane nroceed-

reading Of bills.— Carried.

—

Wc

Feb. 24, 1876.

Dry Goods,

Whole after some time spent theirin the
JOHN GARRETSON, Mortgagee.
Committee arose and through their chairHoward & McBride. Atty's for Mortgagee.
man reported that they have had under
consideration the above named ordinance
and recommend that the same do pass.
By Aid. Kanters,

f.^n,

IE R; S

A heavy stock of

snchM y’ ^ta*>e
Mayor Van Landegend appointed Aid MkhCiwnth0Reg,*ter °f Deed8’ Ottaw!nCounty®
Flannels,
Matrau as chairman of Committee of the
Dated: Holland, March 1, A. D. 1876.

Sauc«

Holland, Mich.,

JtfST RECEIVED

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY.

the Comwhole be adopted and tbe
P^ced upon the order of third

Graplosconesand Snitablfi Tim,

DR. SCHOUTEFS

Groceries,
Crockery,

the

AiU)

considered the best

Stereo- Panopticon,

Steketee,

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street.]

bidder, the

an ordinanceentitled an ordinance,fixing
the salaries of certain officers for the fiscal
year 1870.— Carried.

is

WHOLESALE AND .RETAIL

Committee foSn^n5 ii»f tHken^to.forecl090 the same. The
It0"1?* * thc description of the lands and premacting upon ises as appears in said Mortgage, to-wit: That

.“.Jhattbe report of

and

city

Stereoscopes & Views,

this

Photographic Materials.
alien-- --

& A.

into

ot the whole for the purpose of

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,

Phoenix HoteFis now
the popular resort of most all

large stock on hand. proprietor
gives every atten
rtmn to his guests. Some of
his rooms are being
and
beinn nicely
nicelv ami
neatly furnished. His table is
Sti Sirtst, - - HOLLAR EH,
the very best to be found at
46-S ly
any hotel in this city. Success
to the Phoenix hotel.

0

Honaejn

Manufacturer* , Importersand Dealers i,

The

A Very

y

J>Kr2ien.?n6 t,0J,he hishest

Rwloed, That when the Council adjourn
it be until next Tuesday evening May 23 at
<> clock p. m.— Carried.
By Aid. Breyraan,

nl

the city «f
Ottawa and State
thc Place for holdlne the
8a,dy°unty,‘here will be sold at

Vhat

PnhUro^f1, for

Aid. Kanters,

Now

Gpp. Metropolitan Hotel.

place to stop at. Certainly the

ID IE A.

Hr®

hereafter.— Carried.

591 (Broadway, J7ew York.'

McVIG’AR, Proprietor.

the travelers coming to

STKNNKlf

Mortgage

-

AND

DINING HALL.
J.

&«Ce°t U'aS BOOTS, SHOES,

Stree1?®'

8'reCt Dep0t- corMr W»,l!
Re*Awd, That the Street Commiasioner
“,sl”"b,e from
be and is hereby instructed to build a rail<V H.
rfSiriN HUQHITT
ing on the inside of the sidewalk whenever Gen.Pass.Ag t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.
they are 80 inches or more above the surface of the ground said railing to be acSole.
cording to the direction of the Committee
on Streets Roads & Bridge9.-Carried.
By Aid. Kanters,
.

d

Pullm*"

of

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Cropley,

competition. 7

.“ddtt..iio8i,r

§“p^,towKJi,lTnilD

-.^e^wk

Constableand Joos Verplanke as Marshal
as being substancialy correct.— Approved
and bonds ordered placed on file.

for cash only and will

Store, Corner of Eighth and Market, Streets.

The Chief Engineer on Fire Department
recommendingthe building of a platform
in front of Engine Room No. 2, for hauling
out the Engine, also casket cutter which
will supply both companies.— Referred to
Com. on Fire Department Chief Engineer
being added to said Committee.
filed

and

for cash

undersold. VVe defy

not be

—Referred to Committee on Claims and
Accounts.

By

goods

offer these

d°M Wlth

Horse Shoeing a

ne<ltncM

Speciality.
J.FLIEMAN.

lloLLAxr, Mich., March 3, 1875*. TE
.

Holland. September 1, 1875.

FOR SALE.
,S"„atberry'

No money required down Inquire of
Hoixittn, April 19-

^

^NDEGENI

